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Editor's Notes e 

“Remember only this one thing,” said Badger. “The stories people tell have a way of taking 

care of them. If stories come to you, care for them. And learn to give them away where they are 

needed. Sometimes a person needs a story more than food to stay alive. That is why we put these 

stories in each other’s memory. This is how people care for themselves.” 

From Crow and Weasel by Barry Lopez 

isconsin author Ben Logan writes that authentic sto- cess as a major landscape architect. Along the way we gain 

WV rytelling “celebrates the everyday lives of ordinary insight into earlier, colorful days in Door County and Lake 

people whose stories tell me they are not ordinary at Geneva. 

all.” Logan laments what he perceives to be waning interest in Neil Schmitz makes his home in Buffalo, New York, but is 

storytelling and comments on “how rarely Americans tell their haunted by voices from the past which came to him through an 

own stories,” given all the other ways we find to entertain our- old family diary. Troubling and unexplained memories of his 

selves these days. So in this issue of the Review we not only Wisconsin childhood are finally resolved through his persis- 

have Ben Logan’s personal story about home and family, but tence in tracking down the truth, resulting in the moving story 

stories by others who have taken the time to write about their which he shares with us. 

lives—thus, in Logan’s words, enabling us to “know who we Stories about Wisconsin history come to us through the 

are” and carry “our values to new generations.” Aldersons’ profile of one of our state’s most interesting pio- 

The names Uihlein and Trostel are familiar to us in neers, Father Samuel Mazzuchelli, and visually in our cover art 

Wisconsin, most particularly in Milwaukee. John K. Notz Jr. and Galleria department, where artist Bert Brouwer explores 

provides us with a sense of his family history and the way in such themes as the early presence of the French in Wisconsin 

which a Chicago forebear, Edward G. Uihlein, became inter- and the extirpation of the passenger pigeon. Arts administrator 

ested in the legendary Jens Jensen in the late nineteenth century Michael Flanagan’s essay on Brouwer’s paintings offers inter- 

and proved to be a significant factor in Jensen’s eventual suc- pretation and appreciation. Virginia Jones Maher contributes a 

photo essay on turn-of-the-century craftsman Cyril 

Tes Colnik, whose elegant wrought iron work still 

zs j graces parts of Milwaukee. Artist Charles Munch 

B34 ed adds a contemporary story as he describes his mod- 

LEED pana ern-day venture as art courier to Australia, with 

i a4 me al ge) priceless old master paintings in his care. 

- hee bo “Po ae The fall issue of the Review will feature papers 
Lae le, ee, from the recent Academy symposium titled 

a ee 4 eA A bs : “Genesis and Legacy: Wisconsin’s Environmental 

; a . ; es 3 Pioneers” and will be produced by a guest editor. 

¢ ry € Stil . 
le Saat ata "gc ae : 

ay ’ Eee ee eae Ps ae . a Wisconsin Academy Gallery schedule: 

-" 4 a3 =e Serr Pram sie ae June John Wilde, paintings 
ae a gee . . Bey Beth Handzlik, paintings 

nl fe ~ Bre «August Norbert H. Kox and 

AE i$ Lori Jae Reich, paintings 
Jens Jensen’s landscaping for the Albert O. Trostel estate in Milwaukee. 

Courtesy Mrs. Albert O. Trostel, Jr. (see p. 8). Inset: Clara Uihlein 

Trostel in the 1940s. Courtesy Alice Uihlein Banner. 
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> Jo Bartels Alderson and J. Michael Alderson of Oshkosh are > Neil J. McCarty majored in English at the University of y g) 
co-authors of The Man Mazzuchelli: Pioneer Priest, pub- Notre Dame, took his J.D. degree at Harvard Law School, 

lished in 1974 and still in print. The Aldersons graduated and practiced law in Kaukauna and vicinity for thirty-eight P P : 
from Milton College where they were active in dramatics. years. After retiring to Door County, he became interested 8! Al g 
Both are award-winning poets whose work has appeared in in poetry during a week at The Clearing with Norbert Blei. 
various anthologies and magazines throughout the United He studied subsequently in the University of Minnesota’s 

States. Their historical articles have been published in state Split Rock program under Carolyn Forché and Michael 
and national publications. Dennis Browne, and is present honing his skills in a north- 

> Elaine Cavanaugh lives and works in Delafield. She is a for- ee eeee ee aaa) 
mer regional vice president (Milwaukee area) for Wisconsin Fe eee ene ee ae 

Fellowship of Poets. She lived in numerous cities through- y i a 
out the United States and also in India and Pakistan. She > Charles Munch grew up near St. Louis but spent part of 
has been employed as a teacher, tutor, and photographer. every summer in Door County. He studied painting in New 
Her work appears in numerous publications. York and Portland, Oregon, and graduated from Reed 

: 5 ; : College in Portland. His training as a painting conservator 
. Mice ee cies cpest sascha eam at came through an apprenticeship with the conservator at the 

c oe ree oF i os He B Ra re eee eee Frick Collection in New York. He shows his paintings regu- 
San ied 1 ae 6 een ee oe ae al oe naa < larly in Madison, Milwaukee, and Chicago galleries, and 

i e = : works as an art conservator throughout Wisconsin. 
Media Arts Fellowship Award winners, a show which 

included artist Bert Brouwer. In addition to his work at the > John K. Notz Jr. is a great-grandson of Edward G. Uihlein. 
Crossman Gallery, he teaches gallery management and art Since his retirement from practicing law in Chicago, he has 
survey courses and volunteers at the Walker’s Point Center researched in standard and nonstandard sources Chicago 
for the Arts in Milwaukee. and Geneva Lake history of 1885-1915 for several papers 

a ae i me 8 which he has presented for The Chicago Literary Club. He 
> a eae ere ie a oe and litera- has a strong interest in Jens Jensen’s landscape designs, 

S Sy ee vat patie - euet y r eee di Prairie School architecture, various architectural preserva- 
t a ke ee se nl ars vale a rr a a a tion projects in southern Walworth County, and his own 
BA Se eS CIC NG SE HE ee family history, which he is researching both here in the 

as well as in numerous magazines and anthologies. In addi United States and in Europe 
tion, he has published a book of poems titled Here and . , 
There. > Neil Schmitz is a professor of English at the State 

: : Z 5 University of New York at Buffalo. He is the author of Of 
b> Ben Logan—novelist, nonfiction writer, editor, lecturer, Loe Boe Bs x 

teacher, and award-winning producer/writer for television Ee LER ee Dee 
natal - df New York to Wi in in 1986 (1984) and has written widely on nineteenth-century, mod- 

da es na fear f : id ot ee ge: a fecal ern, and contemporary American literature. His most recent 
a OM ee annie ae acres aes nae 1 r a oe essays are “Black Hawk and Indian Irony” in the Arizona 
uaa fi 975) ae ( 1091) a Quarterly (Winter 1992), “Mark Twain’s Civil War” in the 
con Remeniberea ey ‘ ‘ Cambridge Companion to Mark Twain (1995), and 

: : “Faulkner and the Post-Confederate” in Faulkner and the 

> Virginia Jones Maher holds a master’s degree in art history Cultural Context (1997). 
from the University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee. She is an p> Sandy Walejko is a graduate of the University of 
independent writer, lecturer, and curator and the author of : A 3 E A 

ac 3 : 5 Wisconsin-Platteville, where she studied English and psy- 
The Spirit of the Times: American Arts and Crafts Furniture 
and numerous articles and papers on American art and Se Oly 

& ; = eae es sider publishing some of her poems. She lives in 
architecture. She curated the 1996 exhibition Modern ae : 

3 - ; " é Livingston, where she is a teacher in the lowa-Grant School 
Bias/Contemporary Viewpoints at the University of cam 
Wisconsin—Milwaukee art museum. She teaches art history DiS 
at Cardinal Stritch College in Milwaukee. 
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Samuel Charles Mazzuchelli: Pioneer Priest, 
Architect, Educator, and Citizen tect, Educator, and Citize 
by Jo Bartels Alderson and J. Michael Alderson 

hen the new Wisconsin state legislature met in May 1848, one of its initial acts was to incor- 

porate a college at Sinsinawa in the southwestern part of the state. The founder of the college, 

a young Italian missionary priest named Mazzuchelli, had served as chaplain when the terri- 

torial legislators met for the first time in Belmont in 1836, and he continued to play a prominent role in the 

early days of statehood as a civic and cultural leader as well as dedicated clergyman. 

Born in 1806 into a family of wealthy Bi ce ting out the slightest view of the sur- 

bankers and merchants in Milan, oo SS roundings, even of east and west, des- 

Mazzuchelli had come to America in 4 perate is the condition then of one who 

1828 to participate in the development of ~ finds himself in such a strait when the 
the new nation. Except for a trip home to a = fury of the freezing wind, with the 

Italy in 1844, during which time he wrote a we dense, powdery snow, so confuses him 

his Memoirs, he spent his life sharing his ~~ a that he loses his way and is forced in 

intelligence and varied talents with the y fy spite of himself to stop his horse under 

people of the Upper Mississippi region. ——_—? “ the stormy sky, and wait until the fury of 
During the early 1830s the young tS the storm passes by. 

priest traveled between Mackinac and A 

Prairie du Chien on horseback, by canoe, In 1835 Mazzuchelli visited the lead- 

and often on foot. In his Memoirs he mining district in the southwestern part 

describes an eight-day journey from & of the territory, and it was there that he 

Green Bay to Prairie du Chien in ned made his home until his death in 1864. 

September of 1832 in the company of ? He was responsible for designing and 

Judge James Duane Doty: building more than twenty-five churches 

\ and public buildings in areas we now 

At that period there was no travel pos- Portrait of Samuel Charles Mazzuchelli at age know as Wisconsin, Iowa, and, Illinois. 

sible in that part of the country except eighteen, before he left Italy for Wisconsin. He learned how land was acquired, how 

on horseback, as there were neither Painted by Francesco Podesti in 1825. and why cities grew, and all aspects of 
roads nor bridges; a little winding path frontier life. In his Memoirs he recorded 

traced by the feet of the Indians through the woods and over his findings. When he turned his acute powers of analysis upon 

vast natural meadows was the only road. The rivers that were the middle frontier, he gave a vivid picture of an era: 
not too broad or deep were crossed on horseback; over the oth- 

ers, the animal was made to swim alone to the opposite bank, Although the colonists had desired the civilization of the 

and the traveler followed in a little canoe hollowed out of a log; natives, they were not willing to sacrifice their own interests on 

when no ford could be found, a rude and perilous bridge was that account, so they kept moving forward to cultivate the most 

thrown across by felling a tree tall enough to reach from one fertile lands and most beautiful sites or most healthful positions 

bank to the other. along the great River. The traders greedy for gain introduced 

that traffic by which the simple native could never have any 

Mazzuchelli describes a typical winter scene in early advantage but was a victim of one more wary than he, and one 

Wisconsin: whose bad example taught him evil ways. 

The greatest, most dreaded peril on these vast prairies is caused More than a priest, Mazzuchelli was a scholar, linguist, scien- 

by the falling snow, so as to completely cover the track, and shut- tist, teacher, artist, urban planner, landscape designer, and archi- 
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tect. When the Iowa legislature decided to lay out a new capital 

and call it lowa City, Samuel Mazzuchelli was consulted. It has 

been said that he designed the whole community. Most cer- 

tainly he was involved in the construction of the Iowa state- B S —— 

house, which is a piece of classic architecture reminiscent of ma B ) ee 

Rome. Old records show that Mazzuchelli designed the build- — = al Ges \ > 

ing and John Francis Rague drew the blueprints. One of the fea- ll a — | . 

tures of the building is a “hanging stairway” which spirals up ll a q a. 4 

gracefully through two stories without any visible means of bee g| 4 ql Az 
support. It was a marvel of beauty and construction in its day Ses ii . 7 Eo 

‘4 5 eae oes Sr iS > Sa ee 
and, now a part of the University of Iowa, it still is. foe é airy A ee 

€ a ae an bi oe > A eae 
peroneal bat i Pp Re ae 

Sok lo ting irae UW aan ealkur ° aes ee 
On September 28, 1844, Mazzuchelli purchased Sinsinawa s tae et 4 as 

Mound in southwestern Wisconsin from George Wallace Jones ced ee aaah Pee SSA hy 
* iia —se ba Rie Skee TO ra 

and his wife, Josephine, for the price of $6,500; and in May of i es x i) aes See (Saiabareae oe 

the following year the cornerstone for a college was laid at the o ah | P Ot ie PY SS eee 
Mound. The stone for the building was taken from the Mound 5 en cg AP Pg oe me nt, re 
3 = St REN ABR 
itself, and the old quarry can be seen today on the eastern slope SSL 

of the hill. The property also supplied the necessary wood. Original stone building at Sinsinawa, designed and built by 

While a college had always been his ultimate intention for Mazzuchelli in 1846-47. 

acquiring the property, Sinsinawa also was to be 

the home of a novitiate. i sl i 
ve Seay S YC PEKS= 

Mazzuchelli’s work took on a whole new SY VN XM} Tr 

dimension when the order of Dominican Tertiary : es LB — a 

Sisters was established in August 1847. Though ES a ~ 

the sisters relocated to Benton for a time, they pur- F | , 

chased the Mound after Mazzuchelli’s death, | I | 

returned to that location, and maintain their moth- e li \ 

erhouse at Sinsinawa to this day. uy, | =I 

In 1857 Mazzuchelli built a large stone church yA ye aw 

in Benton, which he named St. Patrick’s. It was P ey ome a . a : 2 aa ee ar We 
here that he spent his final years, serving several eee Fp s — Ss \ 

nearby communities and establishing St. Clara gg ee oe Meee MA 
. . . Hh. A eee Seu ej ee = 

Academy, which was primarily staffed by the ‘Zar ee” ee ie ee 
Dominican sisters. lL es ON 

5 eR SPE 6; / Cc. sf) A = 
The years when Samuel Mazzuchelli taught at Fike J =) a Oe a vn ——— 

St. Clara Academy were rich ones for him and for Pfs Va aN Hs ca oe yo 
Re foal ot a i Be ia Wad 

his students. He was an excellent teacher and a most pipe i = et ae ct ” | zs | 
: : as = | ae ia sul 1% ‘peas ” 

human one. He believed good times and teaching oe ee Lb gs ee | ne) ey 
went together and often would follow something iE é ae eee Eg | eae 

« “ 5 7 wo TE eee i © 
like an astronomy lecture with a taffy pull. al a co ee : 

On clear winter nights he would take out the a 3 

telescope, and everyone would explore the won- St. Augustine’s Church in New Diggings, one of the masterworks of Wisconsin archi- 
ders of the universe. Peter Leo Johnson reported in tecture, designed and built by Mazzuchelli in 1844. The nine-inch planks used for the 
Salesianum in October 1954: “The pupils might exterior were tooled to simulate stone, reminiscent of the magnificent Italian churches 

tire of the starry panorama, clump overshoes on the Mazzuchelli knew in his youth. It is now on the Wisconsin Preservation Trust list of 

frozen ground and add the chattering of teeth in “*”ea"ened buildings. 
pleas that the informal laboratory period be short- 

ened, but the Sisters listened and learned, and the instructor had held to the light in some sort of frame fitted with a lens. These 

his way until the last iota of tribute to the truth of the textbook slides are remarkable for their ingenuity and the clarity with 

had been paid.” which they explain astronomical problems. Some of them were 

Samuel Mazzuchelli also had astronomical slides, pro- from the Benjamin Pike Company of New York; some are most 

jected perhaps by means of a miner’s lantern or perhaps merely certainly not commercial, although made with the same quality 

Summer 1998 © Wisconsin Academy Review 5



of craftsmanship and betrayed only by the different appearance of the materials. 

Astronomy lantern slides used by Father These latter are thought to have been made by Samuel himself. 

Mazzuchelli at Benton. It is believed that he According to Peter Leo Johnson, Mazzuchelli introduced the laboratory 

made many of these slides, which are on method of teaching science in Wisconsin. The scientific instruments used at St. 
EUS ale Clara were the best of their day, more advanced than those the University of 

- Rotundity of Earth (Not Movable) Wisconsin had at the time. These instruments also were purchased from Pike’s, 

. Aspects of the Moon whose 1856 catalog describes them in detail and adds notes on their use, a kind of 

° Half Moon Fails To Show Rotundity catalog and teacher’s manual all in one. 
I: Eclipse ef Sun'on Vicon Shows The instruments are discussed in a paper preserved in the Sinsinawa 

Rotundity archives: 

° Phases of Moon: Earth’s Inclination 5 . 4 a 
on Axis: Sun Shining on Earth Wondering but loyal pupils regarded this (galvanic) battery as no improvement on 

Fi thesun with Te Se0e the candy jars Father had previously used, but the electric bells with pith balls were 

decidedly new; also, the 20-inch Aurora tube with which the guinea and feather 

€ Rotundity of Moon Shown by Eclipse experiments [were conducted] were always successful. Wheatstone’s stereoscope 

° Sun? revealed perspective with startling realism, and a small model of the Morse tele- 

° Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars graph brought home to them how the inventor had in 1844 astonished the world 

Z Jupiter with Four Moons with the faith-inspired message, ‘What hath God wrought.’ With the dozen colored 

. F slides illustrating astronomical phenomena and the two 12-inch revolving globes, 
: Saturn with Seven Satellites a . z a. 

terrestrial and celestial, the marvels of creation and the facts of history and geogra- 

= Saturn-one View phy were better apprehended. 

: Neptune? Other items, the pupils thought, were for pure entertainment: the moveable plan- 

° Path of Comet Around Sun etarium in which planets and satellites in decorous procession encircled the sun, the 

2 Appearance of A Comet: Moving color blender, gay as the spectrum in repose but white with excitement when 

Path of A Comet 

e Appearance of Planets by Reference 

To the Earth “Th Tr se 

= Solar System ce Journey Hers 
. System of Tycho-Brae, His On September a . 1995, a group of “Mazzuchelli Journey Tracers” from Sinsinawa 

Conception of the Universe left Chicago O’Hare Airport for Rome aboard Alitalia, Italian Airlines, to visit Father 

Samuel Mazzuchelli’s birthplace and other significant sites of his childhood and 

: the True System, In Contrast To That young adult life in Italy and Switzerland. The tour included a visit to Santa Sabina, 
Eee ete CnC ome the headquarters of the Dominican Order in Rome. Santa Sabina houses the cell of St. 

© Effects When Two Bodies Are Same Dominic and is the place where young Samuel Mazzuchelli studied. The group also 
Size: Cone of Light—Cone of stopped at the town of Faenza, where Mazzuchelli entered the Dominican Order. 

Darkness Milano, the city where Mazzuchelli was born, provided the greatest inspira- 

° Cone of Darkness tion. The Mazzuchelli home, which was razed in 1929, had stood directly behind 

. Eclipse of Moon Eclipses Portion of the great Duomo, and the fountain where young Samuel played as a boy was 

Earth within Its Cone of Darkness located behind oe Cathedral eae i 3 
: After leaving Milano for Lugano, the group went in search of Via Samuel 

e Shift of Moon: No Darkness, No Mazzuchelli. They discovered the street on the outskirts of the town, marked with a 
oer Dean sign which read: 

: Occultation— Partial Eclipses Mazzuchelli 

° Total, Partial-Maximum, Minimum Explorer and Missionary 
Eclipse 1806-1864 

i Se en ea ond Sun Lugano is the town where the boy Mazzuchelli attended a military school. 

=i Movement of Satellite Around Sun, Conducted by the Somaschi Fathers, the school provided training for statesmen and 

As It Appears In the Zodiac religious leaders. At one time, the school was kept open by Napoleon Bonaparte. 

° Tides When Sun And Moon Are In Lugano was the final stop on the tour, and on October 2 the group returned 

Conjunction to the United States rich with memories and impressions. In the words of one trav- 

S Tides When Sun And Moon Are In eler, “Father Samuel became alive.” 

Opposition: Same Effect As Above ; ; 
. Tide Caused by Moon, Nullified by Excerpts from the Mazzuchelli Bulletin. 

Sun 
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ABOVE: Sinsinawa Mounds, the Dominican Motherhouse, in southwestern Wisconsin as it 

appears today. The original stone building can be seen second from the left. 

RIGHT: Title page (facsimile) of the 1834 almanac which Mazzuchelli published in the 

Menominee language. This was the first printing job done in Wisconsin. 

twirled; the hand-turned color-wheel with its instructive dis- Mazzuchelli encouraged the arts at every opportunity. One 

solving and restoring of the primary and secondary colors; and 5 of the ways he did this was to purchase pianos. Apparently he 

and 7-ply battery of horseshoe magnets so tenacious of steel; the had little resistance to them, for at one time the sisters owned 

electric swing with its girlish figurine whose one duty was to five. He was especially partial to Italian melodies. They say his 

illustrate the principle of attraction and repulsion; the four own musical talent was scanty, but he made up for that by sup- 

revolving horsemen who performed on their insulated stool; the porting the talent of others. 

egg-stand by which a shock could be passed with amazing and He taught Mother Joanna the art of oil painting, and it is 

laughable results, and the electrical firehouse which, set ablaze unfortunate that none of his work is known to have survived, 

but never destroyed, showed the luminous passage of electricity. although the head of Christ painted on the original altar at 

The complete inventory included, also, Magdeburg spheres, a Benton may be his work. He taught some of the other sisters 

magnetic beam engine, an early electric motor, an instrument to languages. 

illustrate the principle of inertia, a first condenser, apparatus to He loved books and believed in using them. His library was 
show the center of gravity and illustrate electric discharge from never locked but was open for students’ use at all times. “The 
points, another to show the swift and unerring passage of electricity Missionary House” of Sinsinawa Mound was the recipient of a 

despite gaps in its conduits, father of the neon sign. Still preserved gift of 200 of Mazzuchelli’s books. 
and identified by contemporary sources these items bear witness to 

the leadership of one who, an authentic voice of the Church, was e 

also an exponent of its friendly relationship with science. In 1970 St. Clara Academy moved to River Forest, Illinois, and 
is known today as Dominican University. The original building 

Many of these artifacts still survive at Sinsinawa. at Sinsinawa, designed by Mazzuchelli and constructed in 
Mazzuchelli also taught the first courses in “natural philos- 1846, still stands among the newer, more modern buildings 

ophy,” or physics, in the state. In 1859 he taught “human there. Other buildings credited to him remain at Galena (1835), 
affairs,” using the National Democrat of Dubuque and maga- Prairie du Chien (1839), Iowa City (1840), New Diggings 
zines as his texts. He spared no pains in seeking out material to (1844), and Benton (1852). 2 

uae tnufusteourscs a aueuse pool Ins Wile 9". ILeUSa an Excerpts from The Man Mazzuchelli: Pioneer Priest ©1974 by Jo 
Elizabeth, Newsleisey) asiong au ie jecommend ayeaoe Diss Bartels Alderson and J. Michael Alderson, available through THE 
tory of France, in French, English, and Italian, not too volumi-  Coy¢panNy for Wisconsin Arts, Inc., 1950 Georgia St., Oshkosh, WI 
nous, which would be useful in preparing lectures at St. Clara. 54901. Photos courtesy Dominican Archives at Sinsinawa. 
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Edward G. Uihlein, Advocate for 
Landscape Architect Jens J 
by John K. Notz Jr. 

recall my mother telling of childhood summers in Wisconsin, spent with her family at Welker’s Resort 

in Fish Creek—a structure that I understand survives and is known today as The Whooping Swan. I 

recall old photographs of my mother at a girl’s camp in the southerly reaches of what is now Peninsula 

State Park in Door County. I recall parts of summers I spent with my mother’s mother at Thorp’s Hotel and 

Cottages in Fish Creek, in the little log house that still stands. From its small stone terrace, my grandmother 

could be the “Queen Bee,” observing and participating in everything about her. Somewhere in this recollec- 

tion is the crank-style telephone used at Thorp’s as late as the 1940s, the sole contact for all of Fish Creek with 

the outside world at the time. 

I wish that I could recall my grandmother, Clara Uihlein brother—converted the large garage into a residence for him- 

Trostel, mentioning Jens Jensen or The Clearing at Ellison Bay. self, his wife, and his young family. Some years later, he moved 

I do recall my mother, some years later, speaking of The out of the converted garage, and my grandmother moved in. As 

Clearing and, even later, of The Ridges Sanctuary at Baileys I was her eldest grandchild and a frequent visitor, I became 

Harbor and of Jensen’s involvement in both. My mother’s high aware of its environs. I have a clear recollection of a long, nar- 

regard for both places led me to visit them on my own—first, row lawn, with Lake Michigan beyond it to the east. Based on 

probably, in the 1960s, as by then I had returned from military what I now know, the vista to the east was a classic Jensen 

service, was unmarried, and had time on my hands. “long view,” with an unmanicured woods all along the left, and 

My mother was Elinor Trostel of on the right a sharp drop-off into a 

Milwaukee. Her grandfather Trostel, ravine. While I have not returned to the 

with a man named Gallun, started to Bela tiee vee wilessicviclellelelsisisisis site since my grandmother’s death in 

operate a cattle hide tanning business Thee Ah October 1956, I suspect that the “long 

in Milwaukee in 1858. But I am not e vista to tie east was a view” has been obliterated by subdivi- 

writing about leather; I am writing classic Jensen “long view,” with — sion. 

about landscape architecture, because 5 d Wenil z 

in 1905 the second son of the progeni- ON UNMNATIUCUV ER WOOES A 

tor Trostel, my grandfather, Albert O. along the left, and on the right Clara Uihlein Trostel was a Chicago “U- 

Trostel, married Clara Uihlein, eldest a di o S line” not a Milwaukee “E-line”; her 

daughter of Edward G. Uihlein of a snarp vop-off into TTC. father was the third of seven Uihlein 

Chicago. In 1907 Clara and Albert— Se ecccecsecececesscsosocsocss brothers who left Germany for the 

likely at the instigation of Clara— United States and the only one who 

began construction of a large residence remained in Chicago. Toward the end of 

at approximately what is now 3200 an apprenticeship in Miltenberg, on the 

North Lake Drive, on the then outskirts of Milwaukee (see p. Main River in southern Germany, he had emigrated from his 

3). She commissioned Eugene R. Liebert as architect and birthplace in Wertheim to the United States in June 1864, dur- 

George Mann Niedecken as interior designer; and in ing the Civil War, in the company of members of the Franz 

1909-1910, because of work done by Jens Jensen for her father, Joseph Uhrig family, then of St Louis but later of Milwaukee. 

she asked Jensen to design the landscape for her new home. The Uhrigs had returned to visit the “Old Country” and had 

In 1936 the place was so damaged by fire that my grand- been staying at the Uihlein family Gasthaus zur Krone, or Inn 

mother Clara elected to demolish the house, and she moved of the Crown, in Wertheim-am-Main. I surmise that it was 

elsewhere in the neighborhood; but her son—my mother’s because of the Uhrig family that Edward Uihlein began his 
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The conservatory built in 1888 for Edward G. Uihlein’s Wicker Park property in Chicago. Courtesy Mrs. Albert O. Trostel Jr. 

American life in St. Louis rather than in Milwaukee. Whatever tural conservatory immediately next door to the house, and it 

the story may have been, by the time of the Great Chicago Fire was said in 1893 to be the largest privately owned conservatory 

in October 1871, Edward Uihlein had moved to Chicago, in the Chicago area. 

though initially he had no connection with the brewing busi- € 

ness. 

The fateful fire destroyed the greater part of Chicago’s Edward Uihlein’s first firm connection with Jens Jensen may 

brewing capacity, but it did not adversely affect Edward have been the result of Uihlein’s appointment by Illinois 

Uihlein’s business, as he was located west of the Chicago River. Governor John Peter Altgeld as a commissioner of Chicago’s 

By January 1872, however, Edward’s uncle by marriage, Joseph West Parks System in 1894, a position he held through 1896, 

Schlitz, had persuaded him to abandon his own business, and while Jensen was superintendent of Union Park and other small 

Edward became the Chicago agent of the Jos. Schlitz Brewing parks of Chicago’s West Parks System. In 1897 Jensen rose to 

Company of Milwaukee. In this capacity, he was in charge of become superintendent of Humboldt Park, and Uihlein, during 

the “export” business—meaning the transportation, distribu- his time as a West Parks commissioner, had become known as 

tion, and sale of all Schlitz beer that left Milwaukee. the “Father of Humboldt Park.” (There is an earlier possible 

For a number of reasons, the Schlitz product did, in fact, date for Uihlein and Jensen to have met: the 1892 dedication of 

become “The beer that made Milwaukee famous.” Its export the new statue of Alexander von Humboldt in the Chicago park 

business was quite successful—so successful that by 1877, named in his honor.) 

Edward Uihlein had built a large residence for his family in Certainly by January 1896, a firm connection between the 

Chicago’s Wicker Park area. In 1888 he added a large horticul- two men was evident, because, according to its original minute 
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book, “James Jensen” was elected a member of The [ij Pe AE | 5 Be oon ee ; F] 

Horticultural Society of Chicago. (A resurrected reed |) 2 CUA Hains TRE es Ce Sane : a8 ; 

organization bearing a similar name now operates [ee ae oe ale op: pe : 

The Chicago Botanic Garden in Glencoe, Illinois.) oe ae eS kes : nt ie 2 

Edward Uihlein had been a vice president of that | Pang sy % (, gir 

organization almost from its inception in 1890; and % et x a y ‘ aa ak 

in 1891 Mrs. Edward Uihlein had been electeda & a (i epee 4 . eis gp 

member, perhaps to set a pattern for the election of Ey aad | " BS ae 

Mrs. Potter Palmer, famed in part as the “President 9 ] r i : ns iat 

of the Board of Lady Managers” of the World’s Oia ‘ = oa " i 

Columbian Exposition of 1893. i LS ye a f 

For many years, Jensen was the only member ; — oo sa ae ae 

of the horticultural society not identified with the pe er om = (h 2 ~ 

substantial, monied people of Chicago. While the a a i 3 Ps 

membership nomination documents apparently =e 5 oe a ‘a lle one . 

have not survived, I believe that Jensen’s sponsor eS le 8 bee ical ee 

was Edward Uihlein. ’ a ae a. 
In early 1897, notwithstanding considerable Edward G. Uihlein in 1902 at Forest Glen, his Lake Geneva home. Courtesy Edward 

lobbying by both Democrats and Republicans, Uihlein Notz. 
Edward Uihlein was removed from his West Parks 

commissionership by Governor Tanner, who had been a benefi- designer of Chicago’s Graceland Cemetery. Recently I learned 

ciary of Altgeld’s pardon of the alleged conspirators in the that in 1907 these two men were simultaneously elected to 

Haymarket incident. membership in the American Association for the Advancement 

In the fall of 1899, Jensen had complained so persistently of Science. 

of the graft in the operation of the West Parks System that his If one examines the list of “Residential Projects” in the 

employment by the system was abruptly and noisily terminated. appendices of Grese’s excellent biography of Jensen, one finds 

That story is well known. What is not well documented is how a 1901 project for Edward G. Uihlein at Lake Geneva, 

Jensen earned a living for his family until he was rehired by the Wisconsin (the documentation is listed as being in the Jensen 

West Parks commissioners shortly after Bernard Eckhart, raised Collection of The Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois). In fact, 

in Milwaukee but by 1905 a prominent Chicago reformer with a that 1901 project appears to be the earliest of such projects by 

mission of eliminating corruption, was appointed president of Jensen. I am aware of no such private project of an earlier date. 

West Parks commissioners who succeeded those appointed in One also finds, under “Hospitals/Institutional Homes,” an 

1897 by Governor Tanner. I have concluded that Edward 1899 project for St. Ann’s Hospital, Chicago, in association 

Uihlein encouraged Eckhart to help restore Jensen’s position with Hugh M.G. Garden. The location of this documentation is 
with the West Parks System—now as its landscape czar. But not identified; however, in the text under “Public and 

that happy interim ending comes near the conclusion of my Institutional Work” (Grese, pp. 103-106) there is considerable 

story, rather than at its beginning. discussion of that project and a drawing of it published as a part 

of an article by Jensen in a 1901 issue of Park and Cemetery. 

€ St. Ann’s Hospital ceased operating some years ago; a part 

In 1900, in the report for the annual meeting of the American of its former buildings, in a quite deteriorated section of the 

Parks and Outdoor Art Association, one finds both Jens Jensen Austin district of Chicago, is now a community center. In its 

and Edward Uihlein among the association’s modest member- lobby one can see a large, aerial photograph—perhaps taken by 

ship. Robert Grese, in the appendices of his 1992 biography of balloon—of the original hospital structure with its network of 

Jensen, says of that interesting association: paths, just as shown in the drawing reproduced in Grese’s text, 

but barren of plantings. A visit to the site now leads one to 

American Park and Outdoor Art Association. An organization believe that none of the horticultural plantings reflected in the 

founded in Louisville, KY, in 1897, as a general association of drawing was ever placed; certainly, there seems to be no rem- 

persons interested in parks, outdoor sculpture and landscape art. nant. 

Warren H. Manning and O.C. Simonds were early leaders in this In the community center which survives on the site of that 

organization, which was a predecessor to the American Society hospital, there is no longer a plaque memorializing the donors 

of Landscape Architects. to the construction of the hospital. However, when Julie Bak of 

Fontana, Wisconsin, wrote her articles on Geneva Lake’s Forest 

During the following years there must have been many contacts Glen/The Gardens subdivision for The Walworth Times of 

between Jens Jensen and O.C. Simonds, who is best known as a Walworth, Wisconsin, in the late 1970s, she had seen in the fail- 
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ing hospital a plaque identifying Edward Uihlein as a substan- back to Forest Glen, the old name by which that overall area of 

tial donor to its construction. One can conclude that Uihlein the West End of Geneva Lake where the country house was 

saw to it that the newly unemployed Jens Jensen would be hired located had been known before Weiss appeared. Weiss had 

to design the gardens of the new St. Ann’s Hospital. landscaped only the portion of the property that was on the lake 

Apart from his West Parks Commission acquaintance with side of Lake Shore Drive in Lake Geneva. The valley on the 

Jensen, why would Uihlein have done this? Within the last few other side of Lake Shore Drive, as reflected in old photographs 

months, satisfying my curiosity as to which church Uihlein’s of that period, was severely eroded and in quite unsightly con- 

family attended after he left St. Peter’s Church (German Roman dition. 

Catholic), then on the corner of Clark and Polk streets just south In his memoirs, Edward Uihlein wrote about the develop- 

of what is now Chicago’s Loop, I found baptisms and marriages ment of the extensive valley on the other side of Lake Shore 

in his growing family by the pastor of St. Paul’s Evangelical Drive from his home: 

and Ref d Church (German Lutheran) at Fullerton Parkwa ; . 
Saal oe ( enn niEutheran) u : y After my experience as Park Commissioner, I concluded to have 

and Orchard Street in Chicago. The membership of that church : : 
5 See : my own park and acquired the nice home and grounds of 

appears to have founded both St. Ann’s Hospital in the Austin i ; 
F 5 ; Sach George A. Weiss located on the shores of beautiful Lake 

area of Chicago and St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in nearby Oak a : 
Geneva, consisting of some 22 acres with 500 feet [of] lake- 

Park. Only the latter survives. 3 : =e 
front. In due time, considerable land adjoining me was offered 

€ for sale, and I accumulated all told about 134 acres, a good part 

= Sige f which is in fe i ‘ = 
With respect to Edward Uihlein’s 1900-1901 Geneva Lake pro- Se aes ang splendid woodland is balance) ee 

: i= oe : ; wuss formed into a park, free admission to which was at all times 
ject, in September 1899 Uihlein bought Villa Palatina (built in : : 

4 2 5 granted to and enjoyed by the public. Only a small part— about 
1893) from another Chicago brewer, George A. Weiss, as Weiss ‘ ‘ 

: Aree : : 3—'/2 acres—[was] improved on, and near the lakefront [was] 
had fallen on hard times. Uihlein, not being from the Palatinate 

5 also where the house was located. 
of Germany as Weiss was, changed the name of the property 
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Edward G. and Augusta Uihlein with their youngest daughter, Melita, at Forest Glen, 1902. The landscaping shown here, which is in the immedi- 

ate vicinity of the residence, is not attributed to Jens Jensen. Courtesy Mrs. Albert O. Trostel Jr. 
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The lily pond and the curved walkway in the valley at Forest Glen Park, designed by Jens Jensen in 1900-1901. The park was located northwest 

of the Uihlein home across what is now Lake Shore Drive in Fontana. Courtesy Mrs. Albert O. Trostel Jr. 

The rest of the land is on the west side of a public road run- structing a cement stairway leading from the winter cottage to 

ning through, and this is the part I selected for park purposes. It the brook, and building summer houses. The memoirs continue: 

required a great deal of work to regulate the brook and locate a : : : 
5 The grotto pond with rookery and spring on top of same is 

great number of natural springs. Ponds were excavated and the . eee 
A Re unique of its kind. About 35 men were busy over 5 months to 

sand so gained utilized to fill low places. tee thi (econ und bl 

A dozen bridges had to be constructed, a drive road was built come eee ee Oe ae 
7 Superintendent was done, and most of the trees today 

all around the place, and practically the whole first year [1900 or ; ren . 
‘ é [1917-1920] are fine specimens reaching [in] many instances to 

1901] was consumed to level grounds, laying sod, seeding down i 
- ‘ : ‘ a height of 35-40 feet . . . 

large pieces, planting fruit and shade trees, shrubs, preparing 

flower beds, laying some ten thousand feet of tiles, preparing An able Superintendent! Today, that term does not connote the 

terraces for the vineyard, starting the vegetable garden, develop- stature that it had at the turn of the century. When I first read these 

ing the springs, building new fences . . . memoirs, some twenty years ago, I did not connect able 

Superintendent with Jens Jensen. Yet Julie Bak had by then iden- 
Uihlein goes on to recount the many aspects of this effort: get- tified Jensen with this project, as had Wolfmeyer and Gage in 

ting the water system connected with the old ground system, their book Lake Geneva: Newport of the West: 1870-1920, pub- 

putting up a windmill, repairing the barn with a new floor and lished in 1976 by the Lake Geneva Historical Society, Inc. In 

roof, building a vegetable cellar, erecting a bee house and a fact, it was generally accepted that Jensen had designed the land- 

duck house with pond and water connections, building many scape for Forest Glen—so much so that Arthur Jensen, the devel- 

cement walks, erecting an observation tower with connecting oper of the 1926 Gardens subdivision that destroyed the greater 

walks through the woods, building a cow and sheep cabin and a part of Jens Jensen’s design after Edward Uihlein’s death and the 

house for pigeons, installing some thirty-six iron vases, con- sale of Forest Glen by his surviving children, was routinely 
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referred to as “no relation to Jens Jensen.” (One of those surviv- 

ing children was, of course, my grandmother Clara Trostel.) Chronological List of Jens Jensen’s 

If one visits Forest Glen today, one can, after obtaining Lake Geneva and Nearby-Area 

consent from the current owners, clamber about some of the Landscape Projects 

property and see the archeological remnants of bits of Jensen’s 

design: several bridges over the fast-flowing brook, the pattern Edward G. Uihlein 1901 “Forest Glen” 

of the Jensen-designed water flow, some of the ponds—espe- Oro vos 1901-1906 “Moorings” or 

cially the “grotto” pond, and one Nisse, a Scandinavian gnome. “Younglands” 
When I read of the gnomes in Bak’s articles, I thought them to (not executed) 

have been a frivolous, later addition. I have now become con- Charles H Wacker no date Har lawn? 

vinced that they were not at all frivolous nor were they a later (real estate 

addition, in part by hearing schoolgirl recollections of Charlotte purchased 1893) 

Best (Mrs. Clarence) Peterson, a Lake Geneva historian, in part S ees 

from attending a Danish Christmas celebration at Old World oe Le a Niey 
Wisconsin, and in part from seeing such gnomes in the church- J.C. Hately 1904 “Galewood” 
yard of the church in Wertheim, Germany, attended by Edward WJ. Chalmers and 1904-1905/ “Dronley” and 

Uihlein as a boy. Chalmers estate 1918 Conference Point Park 

In order to understand why Edward Uihlein’s children Frederick Pabst 1908 Guia: 

found it necessary to sell Forest Glen, one has to realize that, Oconomowoc) 

other than its chimneys, it was completely destroyed by a fire = 

about one year after Edward’s death in February 1921; and by We TSS oY (onncey 
ee , oes Delavan Lake) 

then Prohibition was the law of the land, meaning that divi- 

dends from the Schlitz company had been reduced. My grand- HM. Byllesby 1909 “Negawni” 
mother Trostel’s financial pressures were compounded, as there J.C. Hately 1910 “Galewood” 

was a severe depression in the tanning industry after World War 

I—and all inventory had been purchased at wartime prices, 7) fons ot estate nol named 

resulting in huge losses to all participants, most especially the Charles F. and 1912 subdivided 

Trostel Company, as it had claimed to be the world’s largest tan- Edwin A. Potter “Alta Vista” 
ner. Under the circumstances, liquidation was necessary. It was Edward Swift 1916 “Villa Hortensia” 

during this period that Edward Uihlein’s Wicker Park residence a 3 

in Chicago and its large conservatory were demolished, as well. Harley BClake ee Cleat Sky Lodge 
# Lewis Edward Myers 1924 “Allegheny” 

Thomas J. Fauntleroy 1925 estate name 
Again, however, I have gotten well ahead of my story, for in not known 

addition to St. Ann’s Hospital in Chicaeo, Forest Glen in Lake Mccany 1931 unate 

Geneva, and Clara Uihlein Trostel’s Milwaukee home, one Aeron 

finds in the appendices of Robert Grese’s biography of Jensen a 

project in Lake Forest, Illinois, for Edward G. Uihlein, with Jensen’s Projects for Owners of 

documentation said to be in the Jensen Collection in the Art and Lake Geneva’s “Waldeck” 

Architecture Library of The College of Arts and Sciences of 

The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. In fact, that project [Francis] Lackner 1906 Kenilworth, Illinois 
was for Edward Uihlein’s son, Edgar J. Uihlein, and it was Bernard A_Fekhart 1906-1907 Lake Forest, 

located in Lake Bluff, Illinois. (That residence is currently Tino 

occupied by Edgar J. Uihlein Jr., one of my mother’s cousins.) 

While the landscaping is rather overgrown, as it is more than 

“mature,” it has not suffered the fate of St. Ann’s Hospital, or 

that of Forest Glen, or that of Clara Uihlein Trostel’s Dwight Perkins. One could understand their connection to 

Milwaukee residence. Jensen, as they both were personal acquaintances of his. Then 

As I looked at Robert Grese’s list of Jens Jensen’s resi- I obtained a copy of the 1911 edition of The Book of 

dential projects, I was struck by the large number of names Chicagoans, the predecessor of Marquis’s Who’s Who of 

that I recognized as being German-American. In fact, most Chicago and other successors. 

were German-American immigrants, as Edward Uihlein him- Using a computer word search process, I studied the 

self had been. First, I considered the two Prairie School archi- entries for all of the Jensen clients listed, and I found each 

tects who were identified George Washington Maher and German-American to have been a prominent member of a 
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Chicago civic organization of which Edward Uihlein was a families who had homes in Chicago or Lake Geneva or both. 

member; the same could not be said for any other man on the The greater part of the addresses shown in the wedding book 

list. I studied the entries for all the earliest (1900-1906) Jensen were on Chicago’s North Dearborn Parkway, immediately to 

projects (done during the break in his employment by the West the south of Lincoln Park. What a closely knit community the 

Parks Commission). I found that virtually all were done for German-Americans were! 

German-Americans or for Geneva Lake neighbors of Uihlein. Why would a Dane like Jens Jensen have dealt so success- 

There was confirmation when I found 1903 projects for fully with so many German-Americans? Of course, because of 

FG. Logan and P.O. Stensland (not German-Americans), who the historical Prussian designs for control of Denmark and his 

had been members of a prominent committee of Chicago busi- military service in Berlin, Jensen would have spoken fluent 

nessmen organized to support the World’s Columbian German. If one examines the places of origin within Germany 

Exposition of 1893 that included Edward Uihlein. I realized of his German-American clients, one sees towns that histori- 

that perhaps I had a sound idea when I concluded that Edward cally resisted the advances of the Prussians, as did the Danes. 

Uihlein had been an advocate for Jens Jensen before Jensen’s One can fairly assume that Jensen had political opinions in 

re-employment in 1906 by the West Parks Commission. common with his clients. 

Much later, I realized that Uihlein’s wife’s half-brother, John Le 

Kohn, had married one Lillie Kohn, and that they had lived in a © 

southern suburb of Chicago, Homewood, where another Jensen I have been asked how Edward Uihlein came to be interested in 

project listed in Grese’s book is located. At this point I realized horticulture. It was possible that he was merely “keeping up 

that there were five Jensen projects with Edward Uihlein’s own with the Joneses,” or whatever the German equivalent of that 

family. As Alfred Caldwell said at The Clearing in 1990, common name may have been. From his memoirs, however, it 

“Jensen’s first private projects were for Uihleins [pronouncing appears this was not the case: 

that name as “U-line,” the Chicago usage] and Pabsts.” 

My theory was reinforced when Herman Lackner loaned My father rented in Wertheim a larger garden where we raised, 

me his parents’ 1907 wedding book. There among the invited besides apples, pears and plums, a fair supply of vegetables. We 

guests I found the names of Edward Uihlein and his unmarried also had a few beds of flowers such as tulips, hyacinths, bleed- 

children, as well as names of many other German-American ing hearts, lilacs, snowballs and syringas. 

“An Able Superintendent” Fi poe? ‘ 
Landscape architect Jens Jensen was born in Denmark in 1860. He studied | ge 

agriculture and horticulture in Denmark and Germany before coming to <i a 

the United States in 1884. Jensen held life status as a governing member of a 

The Art Institute of Chicago and was elected a fellow of both the American 7 

Geological Society and the American Association for the Advancement of = - af 
Science. He was active in the Illinois Academy of Science, the Chicago ‘ Pe ey “ 4 

Academy of Science, and The Cliff Dwellers Club of Chicago. ae. oe §° Powe 
Tn 1935 he looked north to Wisconsin’s Door County Peninsula. There fi F aa al 

he founded The Clearing on 128 wooded acres at Ellison Bay on a bluff a a hh. / f Fe) 
overlooking the water. The Clearing still operates each summer as “an Ee iar 3 Bs | “J oy 

adult school of discovery in the arts, nature, and humanities.” Jensen’s - y ) Se oe Ce 
classic book Siftings was reissued by Johns Hopkins University Press in {FS Gens oe | 

1990. a 
Jens Jensen was dedicated to the principle that surroundings pro- pe ¢ _ Oe oe 

foundly affect people and the way they think and live. He believed that an b si £ - eee : 

understanding of one’s regional ecology and culture is “fundamental to all 5 oo 

clear thinking.” He applied this philosophy to his landscape designs, and a ae ‘ >» j 

today one can still see examples and remnants of his work in part of gl ~ 
Illinois and Wisconsin. Jensen died in 1951. = lle < 

Jens Jensen in his later years. Courtesy The Morton Arboretum. 
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el 

a ae and successfully promoted Jensen 

es bs 4 oes tie o eae oy among his family and friends. That pro- 

ee ee ‘ pe os E84 motion was essential to Jensen’s liveli- 

oe a ee et eee. See hood between his two terms of employ- 
: ae es ee ee aia ment by the West Parks commissioners. 

eo i es. an oe After Jensen’s second term of 

ae "ee eee a, Shee es fe employment by the West Parks commis- 

. ae ao a Be pe Se wee ee i oe ‘ sioners ended in 1920, his clientele, led 
oo co ee a es ge Z . age 5 es a E by Julius Rosenwald, shifted toward the 

bet aes oe eae ct eee successful Jewish German-Americans, 
2 3 ee : Td rer She . : so that, thereafter, one could fairly say, 

aoe es °° a by Leonard Eaton in bis 
a ee 1960s biography of Jensen, that 

oe re ee Re es Rosenwald became a significant influ- 

oe a oe ‘i ee eae ee ee : ence in Jensen’s career, leading Jensen to 

——— : Se o his many German-American clients of 
ee : ; : Be a pe = Se the 1920s in Glencoe and Highland Park, 

% ; : Po on | Copyright © 1998 by John Notz Jr. This is an 
os = = rn ON? po ce — : i ee "ae = <daptation of a paper presented in Chicago 

oe oo > pad FIED 3 Nod aes oe EA in 1996 at The Cliff Dwellers Club, of which 
Pe BEN eR TP UY tee, att laa OEP ide Jens Jensen was a founding member. 

The water garden at Lake Geneva, believed to be part of the Jens Jensen landscape design for the 

Uihleins’ Forest Glen estate. The view is toward the head of the valley. From the 1910 exhibition 

catalogue produced for The Chicago Architectural Club at the Art Institute of Chicago. Sources: 

Julie Bak, Embers. Privately published in 

Fontana, Wisconsin, after publication of seri- 

I spent a good deal of time in that garden and considered it alized articles in The Walworth Times, Walworth, Wisconsin, 1978. 

the foundation of my later preference for the cultivation of flow- Charlotte Best (Mrs. Clarence) Petersen, “The Cottagers.” 

ots aoe Unpublished manuscript, 1976. 

And from one of my mother’s memoirs, in which she wrote of Alfred Caldwell, videotape of lecture on Jens Jensen at The Clearing, 

her summers prior to 1920 at Forest Glen on Geneva Lake: 20 

Stephen F. Christy Jr., “The Growth of an Artist: Jens Jensen and 

Here it was that my grandfather’s talents and horticultural Landscape Architecture.” Master’s thesis at the University of 

hobby reached their most satisfactory expression . . . Wisconsin—Madison, 1982. 

i Dennis Domer, Alfred Caldwell: The Life and Work of a Prairie School 

One can fairly conclude that by 1888, when he built his conser- Landscape Architect. The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997. 
vatory, Uihlein had ample funds to commit to what he preferred 

most to do. Notwithstanding his success as Chicago agent for Leonard Eaton, Landscape Artist ae America: The Life and Work of 

the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company, he had, in spite of appear- Jens Jensen. The University of Chicago Press, 1964. 

ances, not enjoyed much of that role: Robert E. Grese, Jens Jensen, Maker of Natural Parks and Gardens. 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992. 

The expansion of the railroads throughout the U.S. made Bonnie Larson Suhr, “Revisiting Early 20th Century Estate Designs by 
Chicago the freighting center for Schlitz, which opened up the Jens Jensen in Walworth County, Wisconsin,” paper in the course of 
market. The business, literally, exploded. I had to travel exten- requirements for a degree in landscape architecture under the supervi- 
sively, to promote customer relations, which I disliked, sion of Professor William H. Tishler at the University of 
intensely. Wisconsin—Madison. 

i itctisl ° Ann Wolfmeyer and Mary Burns Gage, Lake Geneva: Newport of the 

In the middle 1880s, Edward Uihlein found his way to Jens West, Volume I, 1870-1920. Lake ae. Historical ee 
Jensen. From then until his final illness in 1920, he assiduously 1976. 
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The Wrought Iron Artistry of Cyril Colnik 
by Virginia Jones Maher 

he decorative wrought ironwork of Cyril Colnik still graces the city of Milwaukee with old-world 

craftsmanship and charm nearly a century after it was created. Colnik, who was born in Europe 

and trained there as a blacksmith, hand-forged rugged and inflexible iron into elegant, architec- 

tural ornament for public buildings and private residences in his adopted city for more than sixty years. 

Hundreds of examples of Colnik’s work—fences, gates, window grills, doors, railings, balcontes, and 

lanterns—can be seen throughout the Milwaukee area. Nationally recognized for lis accomplished design 

and master craftsmanship, Colnik was commissioned to create iron work for the Milwaukee City Hall, movie 

sets in Hollywood, the Insull and Ryerson homes in Chicago, and the Ringling museum in Sarasota, Florida. 

Born in Triebein, Austria, in 1871, Colnik was introduced to beast. Lush intertwining acanthus leaves, vine tendrils, and 

blacksmithing at a young age, when he learned to forge nails for flowers encircle the heart of the composition, a grotesque figure 

a doghouse he was building. His interest in smithing continued, representing Vulcan, the ancient Roman god of fire and patron 

and in his teens Colnik apprenticed as a mechanical assistant of metalworkers. 

and student of ironwork in Vienna. Colnik’s artistic style was After the Columbian Exposition, Colnik moved to 

shaped during a four-year apprenticeship in Austria and refined Milwaukee and established an ornamental iron shop on North 

in his travels as a journeyman ironworker Eighth Street, where he produced “artis- 

in Spain, France, Italy, Switzerland, and tic iron, brass, [and] bronze” until his 

Germany. Hea een = ean enn retirement in 1955. Local lore has it that 

Early in his career, Colnik incorpo- : s r Colnik was encouraged to locate in 

rated the crisp, curled and veined leaves, Colnik’s award-winning Milwaukee by beer baron Captain 

cartouches, S-scrolls, rosettes, and diago- Master Piece is a sampler Frederick Pabst, another exhibitor and 

nal trellis straps of the German rococo 5 : sponsor of an authentic nineteenth-cen- 

into his repertoire. In his formative years, of ironworking forms tury beer garden and pavilion at the 

he was strongly influenced by beaux arts, and techniques. Columbian Exposition. At the time, 

the fashionable, conservative European Milwaukee —a center of German art and 

style inspired by classical architecture of eieisie crejeieieisieieleiervieweicierc cece’ culture—was experiencing a boom in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, new home building. It proved opportune 

and art nouveau, an avant-garde style for Colnik, inasmuch as prominent 

which advocated the use of iron framework, supports, and orna- Milwaukee industrialists and businessmen were commissioning 

mental ironwork in building interiors. the finest public buildings and private homes. Although the rest 

Colnik came to the United States in 1893 to set up a of the country was in financial collapse, “Milwaukee was pros- 

German ironwork exhibition at the Columbian Exposition in pering, a city that needed craftsmen and mechanics. Many 

Chicago. Reminiscing years later about the impressive wrought Milwaukee families [such as the Pabsts . . . ] liked to display 

iron frieze he exhibited at the World’s Fair, Colnik said, “I won their newly acquired wealth by decorating their homes with 

what was to have been the Gold Medal, but those were depres- ornate wrought iron work, such as was seen on the homes of 

sion days in 1893 and the Fair lost money, went bankrupt. I got wealthy Europeans.” (Peterson) 

a blue ribbon instead.” Colnik’s award-winning Master Piece is In a few short years the talented and classically trained 

a sampler of ironworking forms and techniques. The panel, Colnik had established a thriving ornamental metal goods busi- 

which measures 48 !/2 x 35 '/s inches, is composed in a spiral ness. A 1903 Milwaukee city directory lists Colnik’s shop as 

motif, juxtaposing graceful foliage with a strange, winged “Manufacturers of high grade artistic gas and electric chande- 
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—— Se | liers, candelabras, lanterns, brackets, 
= ane en pti —— as if old fashioned door fixtures, fire place 

é i Ga 4 —— j — ie goods, antique armors, hammered 
2 ne eS oe ie, a shields, memorial tablets, statuaries, a ee a ae a te "monuments, etc.” 

LO ee ‘ ne = - @ 
MOS a ~ “ > Colnik died in 1958. His refined, clas- 
a, Ze ER A sical forms provided an elegant finish- 

é a ; ~ A ing touch to mansions and fashionable 
é Ae = 6) \ es Y \ homes on Milwaukee’s east side—the 

4 >) Ne * ss \ \ Y Charles Allis residence, Villa Terrace, 
: \ NE =) zy \ ‘| Q } igs : \" i and the Paula Uihlein home, among 

> Opn a tt & \ 2 Ree $55 ae at others. A veritable outdoor museum of 
[RSE SE ea Hi a Raa | = wrought ironworking styles and tech- 

; x S Ce fl 1 E> Gwe Wy DG a " niques, Colnik’s legacy can be viewed 
| Ke GES ea Gp aa i C4 We) AD x from downtown Milwaukee to 
a NS FN ) aN ee = _ Whitefish Bay—up and down Lake 

ei )) aN | ( ‘ CS, on | - | Drive and its side streets—and on the 
; Nt a i NW a west side of the city at Wisconsin 
| MS , es il C2: ' oS Memorial Park. In addition, the exten- 

ae male BSS i ‘e | sive wrought iron collection from 
| a eu ~\ | \ G Colnik’s estate, including his award- 

i & y f NS NaS | — winning Master Piece exhibited at the 
WN Pi | os 5 1893 Columbian Exposition, is on dis- 

: j (Oy @ il G .S ~~... play at the Villa Terrace Decorative 
NY Ni | ; ‘ Bea Arts Museum in Milwaukee. 

2) \ \ el yy iH a 
: N h fi aa — 

Ny i al ~~ 4 i Endnotes: 
&s Ai) Wa) Le a | YY, i “Colnik’s Unique Altar Cross Unveiled at 
NI a ee NS ee, | ; ULCA Meeting,” Milwaukee Sentinel, 

e a UN ee ii = October, 1950. 
XI ens a 7 i | ~T € | “ ; ; D) & ur A @ . | } i i Oa. f I Gary Peterson. ‘The art that Cyril Colnik 
‘2 2 ee 4 a Ge SN a gas = Lai] wrought included peace,” The Capital 

2 = SE RE eras: (53 Qe ‘ x Xe it at il gus a 
ir - v0 =) = = , es i] Times, August 6, 1981, p.12. 

Ut SK (ot BG ed) | CF) eS) Comes NY SS 7 : We = < a ‘ j : 

w < a2 a ‘ ioe oo NSS ee NO i ea oO Ge See § ie WAVE Ai Se ei NO coy 
ey il = = SS 

gt Cal Ss AoONSS aaa 5 ~ 

a ae Sine “ae 
ge = RD Xe) wt x le) (MGW es ia . 

WOOP Se. ci) os SS 
es eS Rae see _____ Entrance door, North Lake Drive, 

. I a Milwaukee. Decorative, centuries-old “S” 
a a i and “C” scrolls and German rococo 

ee ar eee M = = curled leaf forms embellish this genteel 
ne WN Colnik entrance door. Courtesy The 

S\. Francis Whitaker Blacksmith Foundation. 
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Pos a “Sy a) | ) Wee A = ss : JE Be 
—_ meld s a Ye Sy # . re A Wie os sie 

ee A — oe » Sh a] a de 4 eee a oa Lae , ‘ 
i — "4... iE ieee bets, i De as 

Fibe = eel Gh | ae i Mas Ro On: ae er 

iJ eee 2S eee 
eg san Pe ge OS | ) oe ie Vet Be Aaa Z 

i ee. ce | ee YS TE pea 

| eae 3 x q ae one fae Talay deaa Pe 

ABOVE: Fence detail, Newberry Boulevard, Milwaukee. Colnik soft- F = iy Se he 

ened the squared rails and simple geometric shapes with a corner box Diss ee : Ife ae 3 c 

decorated with scrolls, topped with a gold-leafed flower. i] 5 a Ree ae en r 

TOP RIGHT: Fence detail, Newberry Boulevard, Milwaukee. 4 | ] F Hi ae ie 9 oh J bs ‘ 

Circular, gold-leafed cartouches, contrasting with the straight lines of 1 a he F ial co 

the fence, add interest and a touch of elegance. eo i ee 
| il Bea aba “| aes 

RIGHT Open gates, North Lake Drive, Milwaukee. Colnik’s gates | Nid : E kB a * 

display the symmetry, proper balancing, and harmony of beaux arts A as, P 

classical forms. q Sais (he) 2 i ed 

a fat a 4 . 

QRS Pere L 
eo [Be Biss LC 6) ke) Roe 
~ on pees eds 

ELATED ietieheeec ie ke) 
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COCO OO % Z : ees — - : SILUCY, CICIES, he > We Yo Wore WO noe ica De \ j | eee 6 6NZO . OY 
SNR ne s | 

eee Ye oe PEEK ei ee ¢ 
Bs Z QO oe ee b BRR So etion cnc 

ee pe Kok JOE) Rleuk de Je SIes) es Li. gs Cacaua 5 - é 

ey Ne ree ae Si 

SCR EE MEK : 

ee ee oe [De oon oa 5 pel eat” ANS z Sp Seah S ce .: i KS Re AUS OS RH 5 Lew BA NE eg 
R Sie Ao cle ARK sc Ate ej a6 ~ a) Pars i ae peak AON 
YG YG YO I GY OY oY 2. A geo a Be 8 are Su a 

eee rele oe REA ee I oy. 
s Baad edad > ee eat Wath Bie co rs 
i pein ee aad aa eae c aR wp (es 

= 5 =| me oh ey oS Peas _ 

+50 aha uuu at VE. ys . 

ABOVE: Entrance door, Villa Terrace Decorative Arts at at : Sg ad Ui Hs ay 

Museum, Milwaukee. Colnik chose a repeated, curvilinear es Wei heey ee ash dam 
motif to fill the arched entrance of this 1924 Italianate eerie fe ah = 

mansion. Nek EA ae) | 
4 Bet Peeks 

TOP RIGHT; Entrance door detail, Villa Terrace Decorative Eo noe re : : 

Arts Museum, Milwaukee. A close look at Colnik’s finely ea ee ae oa Ne | 
crafted, hand-forged iron forms. ba rai oe Mae aaa ic 

RIGHT, Entrance gate, North Terrace Avenue, Milwaukee. 5 : at aa eas 2 
Attributed to Colnik, this circa 1905 gate displays beaux arts : ‘ eRe a i 
forms popular in Milwaukee at the turn of the century. aa tye & hs sal & ee 

ee 4 au Je t : a a 4 

Bp LP See ull p y ite TUT eT | 
ae ee ey Pear ee 

PEON a at ese | 
" tol Bee, ae 
eS oom lk Oe, 

' Be gti haat fe A 

oe 
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ABOVE: Master Piece by Cyril Colnik, circa 

1891-92. Intertwining vines and tendrils swirl exu- 

berantly around a central monster figure, represent- ge 

ing Vulcan, the ancient Roman god of fire and metal- 3 f ) 

workers. Courtesy the Francis Whitaker Blacksmith = 4 ‘CO yy a ®) e 

Foundation. te My aa. a  ~B. iv a] 
S e Ss be 

RIGHT: City Hall railing, Villa Terrace Decorative : A . Me e& s : : ) ys & 9 

Arts Museum, Milwaukee. Colnik designed and pro- = S e. v3 Vo crf © ites dk 
duced iron work for Milwaukee’s City Hall and for 3 Ls aN S a J = re) 
countless other Milwaukee buildings, including brew- 7s ® A gs a y | 

eries, banks, churches, and other public and private iw ote yy ZT CM [@ ) Pr ( ¥ wi 

landmarks. —. _ } ! CY * toms 

TOP RIGHT; Floor lamp, Villa Terrace Decorative | ae FRE « ‘ ‘ ips ' i i 5 ad 

Arts Museum, Milwaukee. Colnik’s floor lamp, a fan- Ph eB) 1 \ RP GR l | iC » > 
ciful creation with imaginative dragon-like forms, re a Fis v A NY vi A SV, a i 

reflects the artist’s vigorous imagination and creativ- AY C4 \ \ ny) yi 4 A) ; 
ity. Courtesy the Francis Whitaker Blacksmith ES ye 2 rd Cn, i N | 

Foundation. Con se ee = Ww SRS \S) 
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Bert Brouwer: The Tale and the Teller 
by Michael Flanagan 

ert Brouwer is a storyteller who is as facile with a word or phrase as he is with the stroke of a brush. 

His paintings are an amalgam of bright, crisply styled works representative of his interest in 

antiques and folk art. They suggest a notion of mystery, a story to be unraveled. The viewer who 

takes the time to identify and assemble the various elements will recognize the intricactes of the works. While 

the intensity of color and deft handling of the brush might initially seem charming and disarming, there is 

maturity and depth to the paintings which bear further investigation. 

ZS EZ OW a Gai eS SENN WY aS ee NE ECON) We WSS 
eG ue WT ( AA \ iy Ke Wy )) yy) \) UR ey 
Wu) WK Ci) nN WS WW 

gy 1 ft Me pS Eee eae) SS 
ey Le wr DNAS I ale Sr ISS 

A Re CAN IR NT AAAI ie 
ONS i Wie ZZ ONAN AVA ANI ey ANN Ny VRAIN 

TN NAY \ as el, A a eel ONS WAY TCI } i NNN ey hk Sy VAIN. S We if AWN\ i WEL NUN ey 
\ Nn Wii rien Boy Nz el NCS In r | NWN AN 

VMN ROTM: Fag heh G (EN BY a IS APAVAN 5 Nit \\ NG EEE : Dre» WA) . AS oh) a Fy M NY 

\ ‘ ve | ONO RINKS EAT. EAN ae," ( TALKS A Dat NV) ESO rte SS SSN PT jn’) 

Daag ee Sere il, LSS 
FN AI ASSEN AA Se AN OSS ea 
ee sy a ‘4 Vi , Pie WAS Sy 

Eb PON eA ill OS NS SNS Pa fea AR ERA ESS Re ey SANA || IN 2 aS SNA 
= A, Ze Bl Naps aS ia | LN IF ASERRANSSS 
DRS TREE WN ee RS ay SN SS 
ee mS EN aN a NG Pe lliy NY 
oe + i i) ae Ne oy aaa if ne <a?) ia S 

A EEA Lee) VE ea aa IN Im Se Sa IRENE 
eas S| HI KA: yoy | Al in QOS SAA i 

. ~O «\ | PERRO Ze TRG (il ns Le | ets eo NY » 

GY I Pr WNOR IZ A i i ele MN AS 
SOL /HA I Rt yh PPA ETE [A ARON Wes 
Life as a Delicate Balancing Act. Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 77 inches, 1994. 
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Brouwer began collecting folk art and re aceaien a LOG aaa ye Se a4 Nee eo 

antiques at a time when many things A, SB Bae ees NUTS Ao es = Fe = Ne Sean Ges 7 
had not reached the price range which wah ances Pe 5 2 anon 7 oe a SN tes 
now precludes serious collecting b Sees, 5 She [as SS Go 
iepeaies trust funds have a = NF les : SN ee LN 

matured. In any case, there are refer- SES ONG OO eat mt Shey he a Ne 
ences in his paintings to objects in his Bay TRO f i eg Ease \ Gee ; if 

collection, and he assigns these Cries. LO eral 

objects special significance. Thus the SiN A, TAs iota ae aS a [aN Bees Ds 
collectible smoking stand butler from dis YG Gee 2 < SESS SOE NER (C22 a 
the 1930s, included in the painting 5 Ss © re FO oy oe 
titled Life as a Delicate Balancing I Sg Aare. x D = KN 5 ; rf 

Act, takes on a meaning other than — gee : 8 = LTS vay 

that which might originally have been Ae. Ds ee MG - > _— Be See NA 
assigned to it. / Se aff y Sn), te 2 gl i a ES Mm 

In preliterate times, it is sug- oe ae EOS = & aS A y= ‘olin aN 

gested that storytellers used physical ee ae mR See oa ey ful ( (©)))) 9% ew 
markers as reference points to jog Pig a ®) a 7. ES sea = = “4 

their memories and to stimulate the TOR SS eS SAT es “nm 
telling of a tale. A certain stone, DA Sg A ae pay ei Vas 
grove of trees, or hill would be cause SS Zs eae a ow a ee oe = 
for a story to be told specific to that ee 7 - es Pets SOSA ore Sy SPS es eae 
particular place. Eventually markers Seo | See Oe Dam) Pye oo ays A hae 
such as these came to be replaced Sas a es be =. 4 Ee eh enh ee pace 2 ie lerloe a) sro 
with a written language, and books aes hea a L.. L oie oN Be 
took the place of natural markers. Se, ee DS ee eed =e ge 

Within Brouwer’s painti Can op ee ees a ee eZ) 
eee SP ee ae ee ee ope 

numerous markers typically exist. 1 ee ee (Ti AYA 2 gee 

Many of these occur as natural ey a4 oo Sn? ae a), ee (ial 

forms—a bluff overlooking a river, a die i Pd : eX ig 7 Fn i Se ay £ 

forest, or a river serve as signifiers. In Bria cq ee co ae iy SN Fp Sig | erica 
a PDMS ns & E a) Wee DG rz | | perme es 

addition to the folk art references, a eae ay |) eS) No ie i 8 Fels ps eS 
other markers incorporate the a ay Ey 123 ie oH as ce eee 
iconography of a region, Christian Rigo See ew IEC ihe Se - a 

? 5 ‘ de of? ry ie eg en i. < 
devotional objects, and clothing. a ZT ap _y 4s) Se ae en ee 

Each reference is carefully selected OS a M/, = ee a SN ee , Nas 
for its appropriateness in conveying a oy . 2@ aH 62 Hin fa \ M VON FN 
more complicated story. "Cg? |) Soe Wy 4 yj, th i i" 4 LIN VANE CA ih Se 

€ a4 li DN DD aed SSMS mt 
Camping Out in Wisconsin: Arcadia. Acrylic on canvas, 58 x 44 inches, 1995. 

Brouwer has moved around the coun- 

try frequently because of his aca- 

demic career. He has lived in Terre e 

Haute, Indiana; Reading, Pennsylvania; and Ithaca, New York as 

well as twice in Madison. In 1994, after a fifteen-year interval, The front cover painting titled Spiritual Knocking at Omro is 

he returned to teach in the art department at the University of based on folklore, historical fact, and direct observation and is 
Wisconsin—Madison. This allowed him to reassess some of the imbued with a sense of humor that reinforces Brouwer’s fancy 

subject matter he had previously explored. Described in terms of for a pun. The painting depicts two pairs of ghost-like hands 

an “aboriginal walk-about,” Brouwer approached the re-engage- posed over a heart-shaped object which is configured to suggest 

ment of Wisconsin with a sense of renewal brought about by his a Ouija board. The pointer is set above a floral motif table top, 

maturation as an artist and his honing of conceptual and percep- and the stylus spells out the letters “OMRO” backwards and 

tive skills. These aspects translate into a more sophisticated upside down. His painting also includes an arched window that 

approach to subjects and their integration into the painted appears to be capped by flames through which a ribbed, trans- 

tableaux of experiences, observations, and memory. parent tube emerges as a passageway for the disembodied head 
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= = yy ~ Se = SS Pe of using the hands to physically com- 
— | Ae eo OS ee municate with the dead, adds yet 

ff =e PS ae = : another dimension. 

yO Dt / hon So —— ee | Brouwer incorporates into the 
ae “4 \] = | \S -—_z => =e = ~~~ larger work a second painting, seen 
a ae ~_=, + SA ee in the background. It is an image of a 
be Or ; ie Cy Sf Se ee ne coyote, howling into a moonlit land- 

cst Le it Vf — 4 aa) —— ———— scape. The original painting of the 

| Shi Re. LE a + = oy —_ coyote was created by a woman 
EIDE f ee artist who lived in a rural setting. 

== a | iq > = =. : Brouwer has the original work in his 

SS Se = — ol own collection, and he is touched by 

Cae SR | <— —) “<> ae be the loneliness of the scene and the 

Bat en x . “ gee Died ae a 2 i ag) AL sensibility of the artist to create such 

Fe ae me ee eee 
SA oN Ky = fe ee Sa pes He also ape acd the sense 

A ie ne 7 >} ee of otherworldliness of the image, a 

wan Hye Ae o ‘fh fd = ae —— sensation that integrates well into 

> Wi \ says vi vere i ii) yy) Hi i. ee Wi) Wy 8 a the overall theme of the painting. 
i Moan Ny \ Le MW ci yp GS : In the two paintings, Spiritual 

Teva mee Hi OY YA gers ae) M$ a Knocking at Omro and All for the 
> Cay Uy) Um Ui : A he 
ia AN) 8) 7 4 U) yj if Wee ee) Hy) VW TT Wii Love of a Hat, Wisconsin history 

Hi i) y A 4] Na ip Uy iif i Yi) Wi ~N plays a direct role and provides 
, i Wi) iY A jf IS (ef yg y Y), yj Yy My Uy js = broader implications on social, politi- 

Ca hf .\, 4 t \ yi >) )\ a Yi Wf if? Ne cal, and cultural levels. Here Brouwer 

I Hy an oT A NN sos ey y Yy iy Mi A as addresses issues of commerce (explo- 

Wi ay \ M f Nets 2 UG TA) y, YP ee ration, fur trading, and exploitation) 

f | ge poe LW) On ee Se and culture (the Victorians’ interest in 

/ H}) ; ee cif i Yi = et EW! > spiritualism and fashions of the day), 

HE pe be! Wii) NAN Uy - — eee > and how the two seem inextricably 

VE NW h 4 ie YY. SN ae intertwined and interrelated. 
Ui We OC >a Se) >). AAS ew e ‘ 5 | Uf) ye Z \( } = >> > Ly = =a rome many aes issues 

Ye | WAN “Za wae Bs? 77, ne oS COUN vee an pues us. 

Ke & A ¢ io E S | | \ z oe : Spiritualism in Omro in the 1870s 
=| v —_ = Ie \ established that city as the spiritual 

—  ——— Aq ated, | capital of Wisconsin. The spiritualists 

= | ps ff < Sa ‘Ni Ts = nN PY) even went so far as to build a meeting 

ae | Vv # 2 ( \\ NN, < hall, where they conducted seances 
= | Lae = \S SSS ae AS and sponsored lectures by prominent 
Sy, hi Sa AN. Ne i aoe of the day. i. 

Camping Out in Wisconsin: Duck Hunting at the Dells. Acrylic on canvas, : aw gor the PO eoiga ee ous 
S84 dee its inspiration and narrative from 

Wisconsin history and lore. It is set in 

the Door Peninsula in the northeast- 

of a Native American floating over the table. Situated at the top ern part of the state. Trees line the river bank in the upper sec- 

of the painting are two suspended, sculptural forms reminiscent tion of the painting, and the river is filled with swimming 

of Christmas tree ornaments. beavers. Two birchbark canoes are tethered to the far side. In 

The heart-shaped form is, in fact, a planchette which is the foreground there is a wooden structure, the framework for a 

used as a guide to the letters and words on the Ouija board. The shelter. We also see four broad-brimmed hats, a red striped 

notion of spiritualism and communing with the dead is an blanket, a peace pipe, and a gold monstrance containing the 

important element in the painting. The historical reference to image of a beaver. All of this is framed by what appears to be a 

the Wisconsin community of Omro, which enjoyed a reputation set of rosary beads. The subtle background imagery includes 

during the 1870s as a center for the study of the occult and spir- ghostly images of two beavers and the gnawed stumps of birch 

itualism, is also a critical element. The use of the sense of touch, trees. 
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The historical references are to aN A RE. ee ae SN : 

La Salle’s seventeenth-century jour- \ ee FI Se aN ae 
5 Ne WN SS SSO eS 

neys to the Upper Midwest and the ON eR Se ee Se SS SS 
_ : = Fi. Za Ne SS = 

French and Indian fur traders who An ee = QR Foe Ya 
‘ ; NZ 5. SS > SN ee 4 trapped and ultimately decimated the Cc alee Sas ee eN eye Sf A NS NS 

beaver population for their fur. eee = Ds 4 SS 
a ee —— LS Ss VSS 

Beaver fur was used by the aA ic oS al YZ SZ =X Se 
. —a : SIS Z Ly Re ta = WSF 

Europeans to manufacture fashion- ae Or Semen eZ Ww ss WS 4 

able hats, shown in the painting. The Lp ee ee : 3 — = Ze 
monstrance and rosary give some e xy Samana ees FE NOG 

indication of the importance of reli- Bea en, ae 
: 2 PSs ee een aA UNS ee 

gion, both as the faith of the trappers qc > = aS Se? =: 

and as a driving force in the explo- oN oN oS g <— 

ration of the country. All of these ele- ie ae yp — 7 oe sé 4 a 
ments came together to inform this | : ay Ps iOS Se a —_ eS 
complex painting. \ pi fag ya PIE ey SHR = 

In deciphering the painting, it tt cal ORS DJ Ne s 

might be useful to understand some i oe ed jason eee. | = = a OSS 
; ‘ ; Ris. ot beeeee : Eeeremase 21k Fate 1. Lain — 

of the rituals associated with trap- ail ye ee AE eee 25. ls <<: 
ping. After a bountiful season, trap- a Se ee Ee 2 aw 

A nS é Et = < SR ere eared te BLS 
pers and native peoples joined in a ir mT 1 os y eo eee aa; ZS 

celebration which included smoking e Se ae v . Se : Sea 7 

the pipe and bouncing the leader of es oe Jeo NIN Sees 

the expedition in a red blanket. The ee at A iE >) eee, \ eS 
ae : NY MAY NY eet WI Reo SO Ee et ees 

monstrance, or soleil, is associated My ei) ; Oa poem ena, Soe 
with French catholicism and was an | e LG A y), 
important item used in religious ser- ee) ey ae VA am aS SF. 

* . x fi 7 HA NU WA aA EEL OS DAR oN y 
vices in Wisconsin during the seven- ie aa vy Ne : = Ae Fe 

' : eee SAY, TAG IN ie» BAS 

teenth and eighteenth centuries. Ry) Vina Vien ) A By “es a Ee \ 

Paintings that reflect history or Pe SAE Ply) pe \| i a [eX PA 
2 COSA Leh TI Dare ot | DRS ht > 

those derived from folklore all ecu Miia ap,» BL es ae oe 
ao : Dey I dy A Ae Cs a Sei) tr NS 

address social issues. Some, like LEH eA eS UP hy Pipe ae 

Camping Out in Wisconsin: Duck ee so Sina aS ST de 
Hunting at the Dells, and Arcadia, FE PYRE SSPE CREE TY NTI LR Pdf ip 
which is about Madison, clearly are ji LISS SG Soo LWP fa Dey yey. 

; a Se <= se eT I eI) 
more tongue-in-cheek. There is a lot Ft Fae bas LOD ENING 

0 Spe zee JED S Be PL AYA” See 
going on in these paintings. The a 1 . Lh dfa SS 

information is layered, and viewers Zz | ge a td ey oS < } V7 
can decide, within a certain context, i ZL LL ee —— 

how to interpret them. e i Cae 

y Camping Out in Wisconsin: Last Flight of Ectopistes Migratorius. Acrylic on canvas, ping 
53 x 44 inches, 1996. 

In assessing new directions in his 

work, Brouwer regards his move to 

Birmingham to become chair of the Department of Art at the times recycling imagery from past works, and at the same time 
University of Alabama as another stage or progression in an incorporating the dramatic new landscapes he discovered in the 

evolving series of changes. His moves in the past have high vistas and gorges of the Finger Lakes region of New York 

prompted conceptual and stylistic revamping, yet the totality of state. He felt the encounter with this new physical world and the 

images produced during the last fifteen years, when examined intellectual arena he was entering at Cornell demanded a loos- 

from the perspective of 1998, seem remarkably consistent. ening of the structure of his work. 
Speaking of his spiritual and conceptual changes over the Brouwer experimented with much larger, unstretched can- 

years, Brouwer notes that his move to Ithaca, New York, to join vases, some in the 8 x 10-foot range. This size enabled him to 

the faculty at Cornell University seemed especially promising. capture the feeling of evolving in his intellectual and spiritual 

He used the occasion to rethink and reconfigure the work, at world. The paintings became more environmental, and his 
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Wey =) er EE iam NT a ia . 

2 ML =u) . eS Uw < Sw Vv Wy Ry y 5 tipping. This form, which was not 

eB Be NN ty defined, became a metaphor 
: ww ay oe Le Gs r_ NX RR . ANY : for human presence in his paintings. 

' Cie ELD Ye Ney St Recently B has b 
‘ zi DLO ‘ 1K NN NX Kas SGSAR , y Brouwer has been 

: We (a j L : oS \ S ? \ oe working on some paintings based on 

s Ee VAS LER S/O FANCY) i i i S Ray, ESI NS Vas A tourism and tourist souvenirs remi- 

y Oz SS, NG es a a a y niscent of the 1940s—specifically, 

. : _ Ms Sy RN fe ie Ce z decoupages done on log slabs. An 

~ S, : cy Bie SS iS x fo yp N example of that work, What Comes 

SISSY LENG AON RNS NS : pea <a Over the Devil's Back Goes Under 

SEL @: Uf Na ny at A a His Belly, is reproduced on the back 

Sei DE NS AZ or ™S~ \ BS N ~ cover and is the first painting in a 

x / oe mS Vie WS Se Os ‘ . 3 J series where the artist allows him- 

/ as 3s we a ao! a = N x = N self to break out of the rectangle. 
a iy UW =a ipa \ y~ This painting refers directly and 

Cg | ae (= & Ff Se < = aes eran ee / ee ie | = — \——*/. umankind has wrought upon the 

we | ee ie! [ee act pe Lay =: environment and recalls historic 

RE. ir = / Z ‘ See, eae events such as the Peshtigo fire of 
y - aas—44 < p ez, a i | } oe i Ay oe a y A a > a 1871. According to David Rubin, 

SS Sa ts vl Phen g —— curator of twentieth-century art at 
yo : aS i ke i oN rt J : ya Hh’ the Phoenix Art Museum, 

ee a tl <4 So 3 gz ee “Brouwer’s paintings are morality 

ek | Pd Pi eK , ~) tales for late 20th century America. 

j am . a ACL: TN eae a Hil Here, the protagonists are two shad- 

Vo - lis \ \s 4 i) A owy figures, a beaver, and a deer, 

a (Oe) 7 ~<a 
KS t ( all yy Ppa, d —— = — " ag nesses to an abused and decaying 

A EE) re 4 = ey landscape—others as \G iN Olt ae y 4 A te x< " tH andscape—others as benevolently 

SN ew ee A i —_—_eoving the course of empire.” 
MKT (SE VENA 5 f LU S\ : / 

7 (a A \ V7, S. EE \\YpPyr~_—— € 
Sy (ge 3\\ Sy Med FF J 

ye & SS AG ie | 5S y ] | y) a SS wa LLY If there is a constant in Brouwer’s 

, al Y ey | ra, F a E YY 7 work it is the capability of recogniz- 

i | 7 Wess A > ©, (GLE fem \ ing the parts of a community or state 

ne ip o>. ahha di a eG NS \\ \\ that make it unique. In many cases 
Wize —_— AF is ee 1 SD Wir the elements which stand out 

ws aA <) oe ‘aa N eg oN include the odd or displaced, the 

YN ae ©. ‘ al WY a i \N\N unusual architectural form, or the 
= TX Y Lh ys Ps AW legends which attach themselves to 

All for the Love of a Hat. Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 36 inches, 1997. So eee ae 
i Inherent in the process of iden- 

tifying signifiers in the paintings is 

: ; the preliterate notion of i 
method of working changed dramatically: Where he had previ- location and having the story memory of ig aan 

ously done preliminary drawing, he chose to work directly on many regards, that seems like an apt metaphor es what hay eng 

the canvas, allowing the unknown, freer range. The layering of with Brouwer’s work. He creates his own spot, takes ioeaie 

ee. baa a more critical part of the creation of the ous elements, incorporates them, and lets ne unfold - 

paintings at this stage and remains an i i : *s painti . i a important element in : ne Brouwer’s paintings stand the test of our times. The 

nes: 7 thought and care with which he creates his SS 
At the same time Brouwer introduced a transparent figure, and ponder our own experiences in the eee a 

which was inspired by the purchase of a general store man- 
nequin dating from the turn of the century. It has a brass finial at Color reproduction is made possible in part with funds from the Walter 

ielropeullivedy endl mallicaseiron baer iat eeein con and Trudi Scott Wisconsin Academy Review endowment. 
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The View from Seldom Seen Rid 
by Ben Logan 

henever I write about events from a a 
WS we 

my past, as I did in my book The po a 

Land Remembers and as Ive done : ss 
: ? i ewaai) - 

more recently in Christmas Remembered, I seem eS . 7 
ie 

to set off echoes in readers as though this farm, my (es 
been e 

family, and my own life have become a story. Yager : 

Hundreds of letters ask what time has done to the j a i Vf 
4 ie ce WE x» 

story, what are the missing pieces and the endings. cop’ ry Ve i 

Other readers make journeys to this isolated ridge, mf) og ; 

stopping at nearby farms for directions. Neighbors a J ff. 

send them on to me, calling them “pilgrims.” That { a | jo oN 
, pe : | Fe 

has become a kind of local joke, half serious because 1 ia We eo 

the pilgrims, like the letter writers, are looking fora re Ve ; as <I 
ride Pp aN | 

continuing story. | A) ge ‘ b y a os 

Avie B / _. Sn Oe ons 

I went off to college the year after Mother died. My father told foe. af A ia or a 

me she had made him promise to make that happen if he could. Pea De tm Re 
“T wanted all our sons to go,” she had told him. “Ben is the last ies te? : y ae. a a 

chance.” I had not known of the request and the promise. When “ght © Liz yD AA S 
the time came, Father did not ask me if I wanted to go. He told ee ey ee ~ a oi BY we J 

me I was going. A cella Za ae * ie 

I was lucky in college. I had a driving hunger to learn that cs Nee 4 

endeared me to my teachers. On my first day, I walked into the i — 

library and stood immobilized by the seemingly unending rows Deana 
and rows of books. A young librarian came over to me and said, 

“What do you want to know?” 

“Everything,” I said. 

She spent an hour or more showing me exactly how a how each succeeding layer revealed a growing complexity of 

library was arranged, how to use the card catalog, how to pur- life forms. “It is a diagram of evolutionary creation,” he told 

sue any subject. From then on, each time she saw me in the me. 

library she would smile and say, “What do you want to know My writing quickly caught the attention of English profes- 

this time?” and would help whenever I lost my way. sor Rachel Salisbury. She told me I had a special talent for 

A geology professor read a story of mine in the college lit- touching people’s feelings. No one had ever suggested that I 

erary magazine and sought me out to talk about it. He soon had a talent. The word was barely in my vocabulary. In high 

became a private teacher for all my questions about the layers school, when I told the principal I wanted to be a writer, he said 

of fossils I found exposed in limestone cliffs along a nearby it was too late because “all great writers start much younger.” I 

river. He gave me names for the fossils. He taught me to see was seventeen at the time. 
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Dr. Salisbury kept using the word talent. She told me that Just how programmed I am by the past was revealed in an 

using one’s talent well was a serious responsibility. She also odd incident. During the renovation of the house, after having 

kept nudging me in two directions at once: put more substance been away for more than forty years, I changed the opening to 

into my stories and, most of all, dare to be even more emo- the stairway from the dining room to the living room. Yet one 

tional —not an easy task for a farm boy who had grown up with day I walked out of my study to go upstairs, walked past the 

the careful clichéd phrases that protect rural people from some- open stairway, went into the dining room, and found myself 

thing too emotional or too personal. standing before a stairway door that was no longer there. 

Years later I thought of Dr. Salisbury when doing graduate The log walls of the 1885 part of the house are now visible 

work at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Legendary on the inside. Mother’s mission bookcase stands close to where 

English professor Helen C. White, the woman who always wore it always stood. Father’s favorite sailing ship picture again hangs 

purple, attempted to read one of my stories to her class and kept in the bedroom. Every time I dig in the yard or garden I turn up 

breaking into tears. the past—fragments of Mother’s Blue Willow dishes, a broken 

These teachers so affirmed my wide-ranging curiosity that piece of Father’s workbench vise, the tongue and front axle of 

I came to believe that the questions we our old coaster wagon, the wobbly wheel 

ask often tell us more than the answers Sie cieicicle mci ee eo coe ciciciecieie ele from the hand-pushed garden cultivator, 

we find. ° pieces of harness leather and hardware 

z : The idea that an that remind me of favorite horses —Doll, 

important part of me has Beauty, potbellied Flossy, and fiercely- 
My life has been busy, diverse, and some- competitive Sally. 

what beyond my understanding, not so always been heve seems a People bring me things that have 

much planned as it is accidental. Life difficult concept strayed. Some of Mother’s Jewel Tea 

wanders by, doors open unexpectedly, and mixing bowls have come home and 

I say yes and walk through them, with part to understand. recently, the ornate blue sugar bowl. The 

of me standing back to observe my own cleisielcieieic(e oc eicleinicic/sie/siv.cie ciclo framed marriage certificate of Father 

reactions to the new worlds I find. and Mother’s Christmas Day wedding 

I wandered after the war. I had not come far enough away turned up in the attic of a house in Blue River. I recently found 

from it to find peace in the quiet of Wisconsin. I spent the seem- Father’s naturalization papers which, among other things, 

ingly mandatory time as a struggling writer in New York’s required him to renounce forever all allegiance and fidelity to 

Greenwich Village. I shipped out as a merchant seaman. I lived any foreign entity, “particularly to Oscar II, King of Norway 

and studied in Mexico. I helped build bridges in Alaska. I and Sweden.” 

worked as a magazine editor and film writer for Ford Motor My mother’s treadle-powered Singer sewing machine is 

Company, and was a film and television writer/producer for the here, but searched for and missing still is the small tin box in 

national communications agency of the United Methodist which Father carried lily of the valley bulbs across the sea from 

Church. I wrote and helped produce network documentaries for his mother’s garden. 

NBC News, one of which won a best program Emmy award in This harvest from the past does not become somber, though 

1987. And I taught creative writing, even though it has been there are momentary feelings of regret for something not said or 

said that “teaching has ruined more good writers than alcohol.” questions not asked. Almost always there is a charm in these 

(The slurred ambiguity of that statement makes me wonder if its reminders, a sense of continuity. We do not lose people who 

author had already gone the alcohol route.) have become part of us. 

During all that time, my early experiences had a tendency My children became rooted in the East during their child- 

to find their way into my conversation and writing. People hood and are still there: Suzanne in Wilmington, Delaware; 

sometimes asked if I regretted separating myself so far from the Kristine near New Paltz, New York. Roger is New York City- 

Wisconsin land. “There is no separation,” I told them. “I am oriented and, though he likes the peace and beauty of 

always there.” I don’t think they realized, and perhaps even I Wisconsin, he may not be sure there is cultural validity west of 

did not realize, how often I drew on the values of my parents the Hudson River. I think he makes an exception for me. 

and the community of my younger years. The land itself, one The people who seek me out provide an interesting affir- 

must understand, was a living part of that community, its own mation of my approach to writing. My goal is to make what I 

strong teacher. write the feeling-level property of the reader, each bringing his 

With “progress” beginning to encircle my pre- or her memories, images, and emotions to my words. It seems 

Revolutionary house in New York, I returned in 1986 to the to work. By now every chapter in The Land Remembers has 

tired buildings and a hundred acres of the Wisconsin farm. I been championed by someone as the best in the book. Why? 

have been a disappointment to some people. I’m not nearly as Because some trigger in that particular chapter allowed the 

sentimental about living in this old house as people want me to reader to become a personal participant and make it a part of the 

be. The idea that an important part of me has always been here reader’s own story. 

seems a difficult concept to understand. € 
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The letter writers and those who come in person are want- € 

ing to link with something. Many address me as “Ben” then I still have an irresistible urge to push open the door of an old 
acknowledge that familiarity by saying in varying ways, “You deserted farmhouse to see if those who lived there left frag- 
don’t know me but I know you.” ments of their life stories. 

Some expect time to have stood still, almost wanting me to I find the sense of human history almost overwhelming in 

be a barefoot child still wearing bib overalls. Some are very ancient places—the great Toltec and Mayan pyramids of 

articulate, asking progressively focused questions like a lawyer Mexico, the hidden city of Machu Picchu, the pre-Inca ruins of 
trying to reassemble an illusive reality. Tiahuanaco on the somber high plateau of Bolivia, the old tem- 

Some look for icons. They want to touch the massive trunk ples of Sicily and Greece, the austere circles of great stones in 
of the big maple tree, feel the bark of the white pines from the Orkney Islands, off Scotland’s northern coast. 

which we put together boughs for our Christmas tree. They I went to England’s Stonehenge on a dark day when a cold 

want to know where Lost Valley is. They ask if the schoolhouse fall wind was driving low clouds over that empty plain. 

is still there and if the big pines are still in Halls Branch Valley. I walked slowly around the inner circle. There were no 

(It is and they are.) other visitors. I could hear only my own 

Some pilgrims do not know what Fe Bes ieceasest ee footsteps and the empty sound of the 
they are looking for. Their wistful quest wind moving through the stones. I did 
seems driven by a voice playing inside When we stop telling not want to believe the ruins were noth- 
them, saying “What ’'m domng and who I ter stories, a Navajo man ing more than another people’s way of 
am now can’t be all there is.” Their quest asking their own questions. I wanted the 
reminds me of two lines of poetry from once told me, we stop place to speak, tell me the hidden why. 
the lives and times of archie and ° Far from Stonehenge now, I can 

mehitable by Don Marquis: “My heart being a people. laugh at myself a little. I found no 

has followed all my days/Something I sieicieinie ec cieiciee cle eeiriceeeticiees answers there. I did not even find the 
cannot name.” why of my questions. Why is there this 

Some pilgrims are at a turning point. instinct to search? Why are some of us so drawn to the silent, 
Weary of city tempos that leave little time for reflection, they ancient places? 

search for ways to recover some of the lifestyle of a time when It is as though once in childhood a door opened for a 

family members worked closely together and neighbors were moment and we glimpsed a hint of an obvious answer about 

formed into community by their need of each other. who and why we are. But the door closed too quickly, revealing 
Time magazine, in its review of The Land Remembers, said only a promise that an answer does exist. 

of such searches, “The pastoral dream is as persistent as tennis We must each live with that mystery, compelled either to 

elbow.” That odd combining of rural and suburban clichés has a search or to shutter the mind in denial. As for myself, I have 

validity. Those who try to recapture the pastoral dream too liter- come to realize that I walk near to some ultimate revelation in 
ally will be disappointed. Mechanization has made farming a my closeness to other 
more lonely way of life and has long since ended the ritual of persons and in my rela- 
neighbors working together at harvest time. Pee en tionship with the land— 

Many pilgrims are realistic about that. They want to learn SOT | Cen that entire creation I am 
from the past and then find new ways to be closer as families Natya: Sih part of. 

and to form community. And they are affirmed by a vision of Reme na Noleines| 
finding a lifestyle that is in harmony with what Aldo Leopold YA Toeeeed TOE anranst ha ite 

called The Land—“all things on, over and in the earth.” Wee MW peo aa ite 

Some pilgrims come with a real life story they want to Nee oe ry Excerpts from the 
tell me. They seem certain I will listen but unsure that anyone nee ee ee afterword to Christmas 
else will. They make me realize how rarely Americans tell ieee Ri ANY Remembered by Ben 
their own stories now that we have allowed entertainment nT ie nM Logan, 1997. Reprinted 

television to speak for us. That is a loss we are paying for. it ey hs Y pl with permission of the 
Authentic storytelling helps us know who we are and carries ha i ben Chak i po ape eowics 

‘i Maer Le eae aN reative Publishing/ our values to new generations. It celebrates the everyday ' nh fai a NorthWord Press 

lives of ordinary people whose stories tell me they are not way Na 4) ie , ' Ws (1-800-328-3895). 

ondinary at all: i a ra ISBN 1-55971-636-3 
When we stop telling our stories, a Navajo man once told a Aye. A an 

me, we stop being a people. i ee 
So the pilgrims and I learn from each other. They help me 

know that I too am a searching pilgrim, and, like Robert Frost, 

“T have promises to keep and miles to go before I sleep.” 
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e A Wisconsin Family History: April 10-June 30, 1941 
by Neil Schmitz 

CoE cle Phe SRT LL (ee 
ghost appears, some ff awd A ee 

pee A ess) i ae 
person in the family be APRA i (fo fee 

ee | ee history. A trace, an object or text, De sn Le “ea 

begins to radiate, to signal. It pre- ee eee 
TE LA EET ST OND RRO! 4 

sents itself. It suddenly appears. The ae fee ae VA Be d RD 4 

Ghost looks for the occasion to meet po fy i - 4 Ht a “4 | 
. ae 3 ae >> | 3 

your gaze, to aa ae aiginiiar The Be = hi : -DI AR Y ~ {4a 

host wants reinscription, wants to EB : - Se 1 

retain its personality in the family Bis oe ile 1 : : a 

narrative, wants to muake its case fee 2 & : - | = a 

again to History, to whatever part Peo W PERPETU AL aa 

of History is available. Touch the a 4 — na rade 
: : : 4 ae ig ee ees a 

relic, consider it, the ghost delivers co a ae be = 
4 E - 3 ae © a ot OS® Cong 

its message. ie 5 | a 
There is a reciprocity, a . — 2 \e - PUBLISHED ¢ 

reward. The person you restore to ee ; SS 5 3 
j : - be, GER | Sox the Trade. | A 

the family narrative grants you a a. ‘ ar ae bey 

En owlen ge OL NY tee peter i e Gee la 
some measure of a new under- leas gece Sin 

standing. 

A diary had come to me at the final sorting of my mother’s per- Now the diary was mine, to add her entry, “Martha Wendland 

sonal possessions. My sister Shirley gave it to me. It contained, Schmitz died October 11, 1984, in Shawano,” or not. 

amid other inscription and usage, a family chronicle. My Home again, in my study, books to read, a book to write, I 

mother’s entries, her continuance, were here. She wrote, “Little put the diary aside. I would come to it in due time. I would 

Neil Schmitz / was born on / Dec 13, 1936 on a / Sunday / respectfully curate it. I would write captions and summaries. I 

Weighed 8 3/4 lb.” She wrote, “Little Shirley Mae / Schmitz / would see that it got good storage. The diary spoke to me from 

was born on May 1, 1934 / Born at home on / a Monday. / my desk drawer. It said my name. “Neil Schmitz & / Annie 

Weighed 7 3/4.” Here too were the entries for my older sister, Marx / got married in January / the 30th 1883 at St. Nicklas.” It 

Geraldine, and my younger brother, Billy. My mother had writ- came to hand. It was on my desk, open. 

ten the final entry for my father: “George Schmitz / passed Annie Marx was the first writer in our family history. She 

away / Apr 23-1970 / at Appleton / St. Elizabeth / Hospital.” was grandfather’s Neil’s first wife—she was not my grand- 
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mother. I found her handwriting strangely beautiful. I counted I was not allowed to go near her. I was stopped just inside the 

and treasured her nouns and verbs. There was only one adverb door. 

in her lexicon, affectionately, and it was posted alone on a sin- She was in bed, lifted into a sitting position, her head on the 

gle page. I looked again at my mother’s entries. The diary was pillow. She turned and looked at me. She was pale, drawn, sad. 

in bad shape, its spine broken, pages loose. She said, “Hello, Neil.” 

I suddenly felt it was important to do Annie Marx’s cap- There was a waiting room, called the sun room. I can still 

tion, her summary. I called my distant sisters. They drew a see the brown woodwork, the yellow walls, the windows, a 

blank on Annie Marx. I read Mom’s entries to them, the wed- bubbling aquarium, the hobbyhorse my little brother, Billy, hap- 

ding entry, our births, Dad’s death—that was the sentence of pily rode, a cold spring sunshine coming in through the win- 

her story in this family narrative. We talked about Mom. Her dows. At three, Billy was pretty much out of it. He has no rec- 

cloth coat was still hanging ollection of this event. Like 

inl Gerry 4s) -closet in Gerry, I also seem to 

Minnesota. Gerry would remember looking up from 

sometimes open the closet MBE obvi, borer re Mlle oA the lawn, looking back as 

door, reach in, touch the ‘ : Ze VE ae Zi we were leaving, and seeing 

coat, hold a sleeve, and just eee a i eee Mom at the barred window, 

stand there. wheel Qehirerby oe waving, her face solemn. 

Soon thereafter I had GZ. ee MO ach € 
letters. i 

Gerry: “You asked Se eee ee ee I wrote to our oldest cousin, 

about that episode in j JANUARY 20 _ / Esther Killian, then in her 
Mom’s life when she went > % B27 aVney eee es seventies, a retired nurse, a 

into the hospital. I do Dt é- P07” Sees GO E, ELag formidable person in the 

remember a few things. It 4 ar Se Liler Big F2 2 ae> Feldkamp/Killian/Schmitz 

had to have happened dur- ee ae a familial network, greatly 

ing the school years. I came : Beoleuary LO A838 Abra respected, herself a family 
home for lunch and saw Desai. ~ hor és. % a historian. She promptly 

Mom standing by that din- a wrote back. She knew 

ing room register—no everything that had hap- 

clothes on—and people pened to Mom. Her account, 

trying to dry her off. I remember looking at her face, and she I quickly realized, was the official Feldkamp/Killian/Schmitz 

looked so sad and didn’t answer me when I kept calling to her, version. 

“Mom, Mom.’ Then they took her away. I think it was at least a Esther: “It seems that your mother had a miscarriage which 

year and maybe longer that she was gone. she felt she caused by her own willful actions. This led to a 

“T can visualize her at that hospital. One time when Dad great deal of guilt and depression and finally a complete ner- 

had all of us on the lawn, I looked up and saw her waving to us vous breakdown and an attempted suicide. Your father rescued 

from behind bars, from one of the windows. I remember talking her in time, and she was voluntarily admitted to the Winnebago 

to her in her room later on, but that’s about it. State Hospital. She remained there for three months and 

“T’ll never forget the day she came home. Dad had warned responded well to treatment.” 

us all the time that we had to behave and be real quiet. As I Esther was loyal to her Uncle George. “Your dad was left 

think back, I believe he felt it was our fault she was there. in a sad state of affairs. Four young children to care for and the 

Anyway, after a short time she asked if we were sick, and I household to take care of along with earning a living.” 
remember being afraid to say anything. Then I remember later Within the tact of Esther’s neutral nurse language I could 

that day how she went into the room you shared with Bill and see, still operative, resentment and blame. The young Killian 

started sewing. I remember how good that sounded.” women, Esther and, in particular, Milly, the oldest, had to rally 

Shirley: “I remember Dad pushing her up the steps. Her to their Uncle George’s household and his four young children. 

clothing was wet. She had on a black and gold house dress, and It seems characterized my mother’s statement, my mother’s 

it was dripping. Dad was shouting at her, saying: ‘You’ve got explanation, which was bracketed; willful actions, I thought, 

other children!’ She had a look of anguish on her face. Then she was Esther’s imposed phrase, perhaps even her general judg- 

was gone. I spent that Easter at Aunt Blanche’s.” ment, the Killians seeing Mom as a flighty, irrational, willful 

It was the mystery of our childhood, the time Mom went Lutheran girl from Appleton, not a strong, dutiful Catholic farm 

into the hospital. I, too, remembered the hospital: a long, slop- woman from Kaukauna. And there was this sentence: Your 

ing lawn, trees, people in pajamas walking around, seated on father rescued her in time and she was voluntarily admitted to 

benches. I remembered being shown into Mom’s hospital room. the Winnebago State Hospital. 
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Esther had known her beloved, jovial Uncle George as a south Kaukauna, priests lived in the priest house. It was her 

generous, happy young guy, single, still living with his Protestant resistance, parsonage. 

mother, our grandmother Rosena. He was in Esther’s family The Roman Catholic Church did not celebrate the mar- 

photographs, dapper in summer whites, relaxed, handsome. riages of south Kaukauna men to Appleton Lutheran women. 

She remembered Rosena as a pious Catholic grandmother, You had to sign disclaimers. You had to recognize the 

sweet and clean, the baker of memorable breads and cakes. sovereignty of the Catholic Church. Your children were to be 

Rosena taught Esther prayers in German. Esther read the Catholics, baptized, educated, confirmed, practicing. You got 

newspaper to Rosena. Grandma and Uncle George were wel- Wednesday for your wedding, the Church’s admonishment, its 

come visitors, lovely to visit, a single social unit in Esther’s modest ceremony. You entered a realm. 

memories of childhood. I worked through the sequence of my mother’s entries in 

Rosena was seventy-two in 1929 when her cherished the diary. Little Geraldine was born December 16, 1931; Little 

George, at thirty-six, married Martha Wendland, twenty-seven, Shirley, May 1, 1934; Little Neil, December 13, 1936; Little 

Lutheran, a woman from Appleton, the principal city in the Fox Billy, September 30, 1938. She did not inscribe the day of her 

River Valley. Martha Wendland played the piano, the ukelele, conversion to the Catholic faith, which, we knew as children, 

the concertina. was not immediate or easily achieved. After 1938, only one 

She read novels. She’d done some high school. Young other entry, Dad’s death in 1970. 

George had worked in the logging camps of northern In 1940, I now knew, Mom resists the fifth child, dreads it. 

Wisconsin, had worked in the wheat fields of North Dakota, had Just before Christmas, two months pregnant, she commits a 

been a field hand and a cook. There were three things he still “willful action.” In 1941, tormented, desperate, she decides to 

cooked: headcheese, bry (stringy meat scrapings in grey mush), die. April is the cruellest month. In June she decides she is 

rutabaga moose. He’d gotten as far as the fifth grade, St. Mary’s “well enough” to return to her life, to us. 

Elementary School, south Kaukauna. eS 

It was the mystery of George’s life, why his beloved father, ‘i 

Neil, so marvelously kind to him, had let him leave school. In 1989 Shirley and I drove from Shawano to Oshkosh, to the 

What was this parental love that was too lenient, too forgiving, Winnebago State Hospital. We were going to collect Mom’s 

that didn’t punish, didn’t discipline, that set you wrongly on medical records. The records were still there. We could have 

life’s way, ill-prepared for the demands of a successful eco- copies. 

nomic life? George had not wanted to go to school. His father The approach was pretty much as I remembered it. We 

did not make him go to school. This was my father’s story, his came down a straight road between cornfields. We came upon 

alibi, his reason for everything, his meanness especially. It was railroad tracks, a train station, a small town. Here was a corner 

the first text I read critically. grocery where you might get pop and ice cream bars. Here was 

George Schmitz worked in a paper mill. To run a paper the straight road to the main gate of the Winnebago State 

machine, you had to do quick mathematical computation. The mill Hospital, which was larger, more complex, than I remembered 

roaring and clattering around you, other machines going, yours it. | remembered red brick. The whole complex was in yellow 

silent, the first, second, and third hands waiting for you to start the stone facing and yellow brick. Still, before the entrance, a 

machine, you had to make rapid, accurate calculations. Math panic. prospect, a long, sloping lawn, trees. Very near, Shirley remem- 

He exuded it, was always in the grip of it. What is six times nine? bered, the shores of Lake Winnebago, the expanse of the lake, a 

How many quarts in a gallon? We had to know. A question could small park. We had gone there, swung on swings. 

come at any time. Life constantly demanded you do sums, in your Inside, generic hospital. We sat in a clerk’s cubicle. The 

head, on the spot, that you know weights and measures, fractions and clerk made two copies of our mother’s records. I had mine. 

percentages. Life constantly wanted to know how much, how many. Shirley had hers. The clerk saw us out of her cubicle. 

zs There was no place in the hospital where we could scan the 

. papers. I actually looked about for the hall that would lead me 

The Feldkamp/Killian/Schmitz familial network was Roman back to the sun room. The file was not large, four pages, Dr. 

Catholic, rural, located in south Kaukauna. My grandmother, C.HF. reporting. We decided to read it in the pleasant park 

Rosena Feldkamp, unmarried at forty, was Neil Schmitz’s second Shirley remembered, to sit on a grassy bluff overlooking Lake 

wife. The Appleton Wendlands were Lutheran, in the construc- Winnebago. It was midday. We’d find a soft, summer, lakeside 

tion business, in real estate. breeze there. 

Mom’s first entry in the diary: “George Schmitz & / Martha Outside, on the sloping lawn, I photographed the entrance, 

Wendland / were married at St. / Mary’s parsonage on Sept 25, photographed an adjoining wall, photographed a barred win- 

1929 (Wed).” Here, too, was a sentence, a statement. It marked dow. As we returned to our car, there was a policeman, an older 

a place—not St. Mary’s Church, and a day—not Saturday guy, with some stomach, in a rumpled, too-tight uniform, stand- 

morning, bells pealing. Parsonage, Wednesday. In Catholic ing beside it, notebook out, giving us a surveillance. Who were 
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we and what were we doing here? He had a tone. You weren’t agreed to find a restaurant where we could read Mom’s file 

allowed to take pictures of the hospital. over coffee. 

I looked incredulously at him, looked back at the hospital, At a Hardee’s we sat in a booth and quietly read. Under 

at its bland institutional look, which now seemed to look back Statistical Data, the admission form said: “Accompanied by 

at me. I saw for the first time the large sign on the front lawn. It patient’s husband.” After Religion, it said: “Catholic.” After 

did not say Winnebago State Hospital. It said something else. I Classification, it said: “Manic Depressive Psychosis — 

think I saw the word Facility. This was a fortified place, a max- Depressed Type.” 

imum security prison. My car had New York license plates. It Shirley and I came up from the first page and looked at 

came instantly to me. Ed Gein, Wisconsin’s fabled serial killer, each other. Admitted, April 10, 1941. Released, 6-30-41. 

lived out his life here. This was the place. Very dangerous per- Shirley was seven. I was five. 

sons were living out their institutionalized lives here. We turned to the second page. This was Dr. F.’s report. It 

We gave our explanation. The guard did not confiscate our began with an interrogation of Dad, the doctor writing a Family 

film. It felt good to drive away, to be free, outside the hospital. I History and a Personal History. Each text is titled “By 

realized now how immensely calm, how still, the hospital com- Husband.” Here were Dad’s answers, confident at first, detailed, 

plex had been. As we drove the side road to the park, there was then—as the Personal History got personal—wary, suddenly 

more hospital, more build- obscure. 

ings, all yellow, more still- Dad said: “Father, 

ness, the trees motionless, 2 * + f9 ‘ William Wendland, born in 

no wind in the branches, Cnna dhamntt had Germany. Living at 73. 

lawn reaching, extending. E Mevemtler Y — 77 / Mother, Helene Hoefert, 

Of course, Ed Gein. Ed i Cutt UeG oa p born in Germany. Died at 

Gein, crazed Wisconsin z F : age of 65 from diabetes. 

farmer, dug up his dead ae Ls © There were two brothers 

mother. He murdered fe / ate living, one died at 7 years 

women. Police found bod- 2 — : es of scarlet fever. Three sis- 

ies dressed and strung up ters living, none dead.” 

like shot Wisconsin deer. He also said: “She 

Alfred Hitchcock’s film began school at 6 and quit 

Psycho drew on the Gein case, on Ed Gein’s family history. I at 15 after completing the first year of high school. After leav- 

remembered reading something about how serenely Ed Gein ing school she worked at the Dakota Paper Mills in Appleton 

had lived out his life sentence. for about five years and worked as a telephone operator at 

Here was Mom’s file, on Shirley’s lap. We were abscond- Appleton for five years. She also worked in the knitting mill for 

ing with it, her secret, this clinical report of her deep despair, a very short period of time.” 

her attempted suicide. It was permissible, I argued. Medical He also knew this: “At age 20 she was operated on by Dr. 

records are major texts in family histories. We were posterity. Ryan at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital at Appleton and had some of 

z her female organs removed.” 

I read all this, Dad’s phrasing and quit at 15, computing the 

The park was now just a picnic area, two park tables on a ten years Mom worked. Single, living at home with a willful, 

wooded, weedy bluff. The best park table was already occu- indignant father, her mother isolated; living alone, wounded, 

pied. As we stood in the parking area, which adjoined a marsh, Martha Wendland must have been desperate in her late twen- 

feeling June heat and humidity, mosquitoes humming, Shirley ties. Her sisters were married. Her brothers, Hap and Shorty, 

and I reconsidered. A red pickup truck came abruptly into the were resentful, judging sons. William Wendland was known to 

parking area, gravel rattling behind it. It stopped just as have had a mistress in Green Bay. 

abruptly, at some distance from us, its two occupants consider- I have a hand-colored photograph of Martha Wendland 

ing us. More surveillance. Shirley and I stood where we were, taken at that time. She is standing with her mother. She is a 

looking at the truck, looking at the path that led up to the picnic slight, plain young person, a kind of Olive Oyl; yet her smile 

area. Then the truck came slowly forward and slowly passed us, has a certain vivacity, and her hair is cut in a smart way. 

the security person on the passenger side, a young guy in sun- Dad also said: “About one year ago she had pneumonia and 

glasses, grimly staring at us. The truck turned about and just as was in St. Elizabeth’s Hospital for about 2 weeks.” 

abruptly, with a rattle of gravel, was gone. Dr. F. next asked about their marriage. The doctor wrote: 

We went up to the picnic area. There was a force here, “They have had a comparatively happy life except for a few reli- 

deterring. Mosquitoes hummed. Grass, shrubbery, trees, the gious differences as she was a Lutheran and he was a Catholic 

lake itself, none of it worked. The slight breeze was fetid. We but the patient turned Catholic after they were married.” 
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The but statement was the doctor’s, I thought, the point of April 10, 1941, the doctor wrote: “She attempted suicide 

his engagement with Dad’s answers. There was something sus- this morning by jumping into the cistern.” 

pect in Dad’s chronology. He said: “Patient had a miscarriage at The cistern. Shirley and I looked up at the same time, con- 

2 months. While in the hos- sidering the cistern. 

pital recuperating from : 7 H Although our modest bun- 

pneumonia she became con- > dh galow on the outskirts of 

fused and delusional and rf mid-century Kaukauna was 

depressed. About one week L e a modern structure, a work- 

before Christmas was the big , ing-class suburban house, 

time at which her miscar- oS | sa a the basement was medieval, 

riage took place and that Be 3 4] had gloomy vaults, a central 

worried her a good deal and - ae furnace with big pipes 

it was necessary to bring her oa , e' {oo reaching across and up the 

to this institution.” Fah mem ceiling, a coal bin the size of 

This was the actual Mee is om : “a a small cell, and a cistern of 
sequence: First she was ee : ‘ 4% — cement and stone, a big cis- 

recuperating, pneumonic, ar 4s o j i x Boe tern. As a child you couldn’t 
delusional, depressed, then pe ke see into it. You had to fetch 
she was pregnant, then, ee 2% me ay ae a chair and put a wooden 

“willfully,” she had her ee. ee box on the chair and then, 
miscarriage, then she had a a a tiptoe, balancing, you might 
three months of mental IN ae re) peer over the top at the 

anguish--January, poi Po a black pool of water. 
February, March—short, 7 AY 4\ i oy ae Mom was afraid of 
dark Wisconsin days. In a : pa % ES oa ee water. She didn’t swim. As : : Pinas Lee eee F 
single day, April 10, she a A - 5 & a4 a girl she’d been out on a 

attempted suicide, was here > de 3 lake in a boat with friends. 
at the hospital, Dad sitting : 7. i Ey ee ke A foolish boy had tor- 
with Dr. F., explaining. ‘ 7 4 ; . ? ee mented them by recklessly 

The whole history of = sh ee tee” rocking the boat. Mom was 
women’s woe seemed com- a — 4 es = wearing a long dress. She 

pressed in these two years, a a i 3 os had been terrified. When 
1940-1941: pneumonia, . = Ma 3 S there were boat rides in our 

pregnancy, abortion, sui- 4 : childhood, she stayed 
cide. In 1940 she was dying. a _ d 2 ashore. 

In 1941 she wanted to die. ’ 4 a z 

Here, signing Martha —— : 

Schmitz in to the hospital, i os On April 21, 1941, Mom 
filling out this form, was the ’ Pars had her first staff interview. 

husband, George Schmitz. ale Four doctors were present, 

Here was the report of the The author’s mother, Martha Wendland, with her mother, Helene Hoefert “Drs. P.F.M.& P.” Staff 

physical examination: Wendland. report said: “Patient cooper- 

Head, Eyes, Nose and Ears, ated to the best of her abil- 

Mouth, Neck, Chest, Heart, ity. She was confused, 

Abdomen, Inguinal Region, Genitalia, Extremities, retarded, appeared greatly depressed, somewhat agitated, emo- 

Neurological Blood Pressure. In Genitalia, this remark: tionally unstable and tearful. She admitted having auditory hal- 

“Introitus admits two fingers.” lucinations.” 

Mom’s admission interview states that “. . . in December On May 28: “Patient continues to have periods of excite- 
she noticed she was having severe pains in the back of her head. ment and depression. She is emotionally unstable. She has 

She was pregnant at this time. She was quite worried because gained little insight into her condition.” 

she thought she was too weak to have a child. Someone told her On June 30, next entry, Mom again meets with the staff: 

if she would stretch to the top of the door, she would cause a “Drs.W.H.M.P.P. and F.” It is her release interview. She is 

miscarriage. She did this and a miscarriage resulted about released “against advice.” It is put this way: “She believes she 

Christmas time.” is well enough to go home.” 
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Neen eee eee Ee 

Mom had gotten better. She was released that same day. to help her get back her exuberance, her own existence. The 

My sisters vividly remember the magic of that day, Mom’s greater part of her resolution had to be of her own contrivance, 

mysterious return. Shirley remembers Mom going out to sit on a kind of bricolage weaving of prayers and proverbs, a resolu- 

the porch, remembers herself and Gerry sitting on either arm of tion that not only worked on June 30, 1941, but got truer and 

the porch chair, leaning in on Mom, their hands on her shoul- better in time. There were slugfests after this, but she sailed on, 

ders and forearms, the three of them just sitting there quietly, not at all embittered. 

the day passing. I do not remember this day. June 30, 1941, “Leave it in the Lord’s hands, as He judges rightly.” It was 

should be a family holiday. one of her major positions. She cited it often in her letters. 

Mom had come to some thoughtful resolution. She had fig- Dad, on the other hand, remained mostly crazed. He had 

ured out a way to go on. She had done it on her own, thought it little enjoyment of life. He liked vanilla ice cream. He liked to 

out, gathered her resolve. It was her decision that she was well listen to baseball games on the radio. He took us once, Billy and 

enough to go home. It was what she said when the skeptical doc- me—I might have been six or seven—to visit an old bachelor 

tors protested. “She believed she was well enough to go home.” pal named John Morbus. We drove into a woods to some small 

Dad no doubt was promising good behavior. That she lake. John Morbus lived in a shack on that lake. I remember the 

wasn’t totally well, was still sad and wan, was probably, for ramshackle interior: one dimly lit room, a chair, a wood stove, a 

some limited while, a power. She was well enough to come kitchen table, a bed, one of everything—one pot, one pan, one 

home. He had to recognize how important she was to his enter- tin dish on the table. Grey lumpish clothes hung from pegs on 

prise. He had to swear some oaths, to make some solemn the wall. 

promises. He was never to mention this event to us, never use it Billy and I were set to play in the yard, such as it was. At 

in any argument. He never did, though he was free elsewhere in one point John Morbus came out and somewhat roughly took us 

the meanness of his remarks. He was to respect April 10, 1941. out of his garden. It was hard to tell in this yard what was gar- 

When Mom was in the basement, Shirley would stand vigil den, what wasn’t garden. I remember his look, his manner. He 

on the top stair. had no interest in us as children, as persons. His eyes were 

“T’m all right, Shirley,” Mom would say from below. “I’m mean. He was furious. We might have stepped on a lettuce. It 

just doing the laundry. Go and play.” hurt where I was clutched. He squeezed and pinched our arms 

Some part of her resolution was Christian, referred to a and shook us a little. He had the jaw-clamped, beak-nosed, irate 

Christ who was at once, so she now saw it, the Lutheran Christ face of a snapping turtle. It was his only look. He had come to 

and the Roman Catholic Christ, the Christ who forgave and for- the door with that face. 

bore, an exuberant, pragmatic Christ. He understood situations. All the way home Dad praised John Morbus. The single 

He understood predicaments. He was just the Christ she needed life, that was best. 7 

Family Wedding Portrait 1883 

The caption said: Annie Marx / Neil Schmitz. It was like this, we looked into each other’s eyes, and it was like love at 

first sight. I had all the moves family history requires, charging the object, asking the question, visiting the site, and this 

was my reward, this revelation of Annie Marx, body and soul, urgently present in an excellent 1883 studio photograph, 

every detail crisp as the day she stood there. 
She stood, her hand resting on Neil’s shoulder. He is seated. They are young. They are at the outset of their life. They 

have scraped together some capital. They are going to Minnesota. They look, to me, at once vulnerable and resolved. 

Neil’s suit trousers have been considerably turned up and visibly hemmed. Annie is plainly dressed. She wears at her 

neck an M brooch. 

It is an exquisite feeling, to come upon such photographs in doing a family history. I possess the instant of this expo- 

sure, I share it with them, and because this is family history, I enjoy a privileged intimacy. 

Neil Schmitz 1998 
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Adventur t Courier to Australia ventures of an Art C Australi 
by Charles Munch 

he space looked like a campsite. Blankets, foam mattresses, books, clothing, and backpacks were strewn 

about. In the midst of this clutter, five of us, previously strangers but now close comrades, dozed or 

read or talked quietly in the dim light. I felt so relaxed, so at home, it was hard to realize we were 

thousands of feet above the South Pacific in a huge airplane hurtling through the night toward Australia. 

All of us were fine-art couriers, and the space we occupied was the bubble-shaped cabin that sits on top of 

the nose of a Boeing 747. Usually reserved for first-class passengers, this area had been cleared of all but four 

large seats when the plane was converted into a cargo carrier. 

Even though I knew the purpose of our trip, 

I struggled to comprehend how this quiet ALBERT BLANKERT 
moment could relate to a blockbuster exhibi- 

tion of art work by Rembrandt and his pupils 

due to open a few days later in Melbourne. 

On top of that, it was my first time as a sie 
' es 

courier, and I was distracted by the presence a 

of strangers in this oddly intimate setting. I F <_ 

needed food, sleep, and a chance to explore . zB 

the new social situation. But at the back of if a ‘ “ : 

my mind lurked a question: Will I accom- . 
plish my mission—and what exactly will mG ma 

that require of me? ee 

Actually, the journey was initiated sev- a 

eral weeks earlier. I am a painting conserva- bs 

tor. My partner, Jane Furchgott, and I main- 

tain, repair, and restore old oil paintings for a 

museums and private collectors. Although \ ’ 

we are free-lance conservators, we have Wy 

played a major role in the care of old master ; 

paintings at the Milwaukee Art Museum 

since 1973. Usually when the Milwaukee , | 1 
Art Museum needs a courier to accompany REM B Pee D 
art work being shipped to another museum, 

they send a member of their own staff. None A SINIOhS AND Sah IMPACT 
of the qualified people on staff were avail- 

able for this trip, so I was asked to step in on 

short notice. 

As it happened, I was already familiar 

with the paintings for which I would be per- 

sonally responsible. Jane and I had cleaned, 

repaired, varnished, or otherwise treated all NATIONAL GALLERY OF VICTORIA 

of them in the past. ART EXHIBITIONS AUSTRALIA 
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“ay By early evening we arrived at O’Hare and 

s were taken to the cargo terminal used by Qantas 

: i i Airways. Two more couriers, from Kansas and 

cs | aly 1] . Texas, waited for us there with their crated paint- 

Dh) | | ey i e * ings. They seemed lost in the bustle of the vast, 

" Ans \ He | ’ a cavernous shed —as big as three football fields — 
7 | : | il iy i) i} with forklifts racing about. Here we all stood, 

, | i es a} watching and sometimes making suggestions 

( j 3 A] while the cargo crew arranged the eight crates on 

, ce i edge to form a compact mass on the 8 x 10-foot 

/ 4 i metal pallet. 

: i | ania When the configuration satisfied the crew, 

‘ i they wrapped the group of crates in two layers of 

a polyethylene—the second layer baby pink for 

i 4 easy recognition—followed by a layer of trans- 
: 3 2 parent shrink-wrap. Next they crisscrossed it with 

oy ‘ - yy seven super-strong nylon straps to make sure the 

a = “| crates stayed on the pallet, then finished with a 
Pallets on the cargo deck, the floor equipped with rollers. ropey nylon net over all, just in case. They said 

the wrapping system was rated to hold 45,000 

pounds. Our crates weighed about 2,000 alto- 
Most couriers travel with only one painting. I would be gether. 

shepherding four, all of them Dutch paintings from the When the plane arrived from New York City, we saw that 

mid-1600s. Three were by Rembrandt pupils: a pair of tender the nose flipped back to reveal a 230-foot cargo deck where the 
portraits of a husband and wife by Jan Victors, owned by the economy passengers usually sit in a 747. The loading of the pal- 
Milwaukee Art Museum; and a large depiction of Manoah’s let involved an elaborate system, apparently standard all over 
Sacrifice set in a landscape by Govaert Flinck, owned by a the world, of trailers and scissor lifts that exactly accommodate 
Canadian museum. The fourth work, property of a Milwaukee a metal pallet this size. The beds of all the trailers and lifts were 
collector, portrayed an old woman who modelled for covered with little metal rollers that permit heavy pallets— 
Rembrandt so often that she is known as his “mother.” But it often weighing many thousand pounds—to be shoved around 
was actually painted by Jan Lievens, Rembrandt’s friend and by only two people. The entire cargo deck of the plane was cov- 

studio-mate. ered with the same rollers along with an occasional larger rub- 
€ ber roller that kicked the pallets along. We saw our pink pallet 

The trip had begun slowly. On September 25, 

1997, Jane drove me to Madison, where I caught 

a bus for Milwaukee. At the art museum I made a cates a 

final examination of the four paintings, plus a ; Ase , oe - Beeeeescas 
fifth—a portrait by Rembrandt so small and valu- | A ee ees 
able that it was being hand-carried by a friend of ee PS 2 —— 7 ecw ¥ 
the owner. The other four were traveling in mas- Le. oo se oe bee ee te oe oe 
sive, wooden crates about 6 x 1 x 5 feet.I looked = ree }ae€ |  eeecee aye | .2eensee eseeea 

carefully over each painting just before it was | i 0G 
packed, taking notes so I could accurately spot ae ‘ 
any changes in condition when I examined it ia a 
again in Australia. Oa z j : 

Tt was a solemn moment when the lid to each = Fea 2 oO = ah ‘ 

heavily padded crate was screwed down. After \~4 ae \ Wwaeee 
watching to be sure the crates were safely [es¢\sihoc( a AN is S i 
strapped into the semi-trailer that would take jee | yy aL \ H : an 
them to the Chicago airport, I climbed into a car 1 : J ; a = 
belonging to an agent of the Australian museums. ‘ b ba 

A second courier joined me there. He had just jas 

aud from Re eee eleet oo ped pe carry” On the ground in Honolulu. Our cabin windows are above the flag. 
ing the tiny Rembrandt in a typewriter-size case. 5 
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B One of our duties was to make sure 

a Se a the paintings stayed on the plane until 

y ae Ze 5 Melbourne. Luckily we didn’t have to get 
: z - s =) upin the night to stand on the tarmac dur- 
—— we — es ing our stop in Los Angeles. Since we 

e “al had been assured that the plane would 

y ad ier only be taking on cargo there, not unload- 

S| ig ee / - : ing, we slept fitfully through this inter- 
x > m\ . i ko ee “ ruption. 

ni, 4 At <2 li | By the time we reached Honolulu, 

poe P| eS | eee Be the sun had caught up with us. We 
Sey er . >= 3 iC ee climbed out of the plane and stood on 

{ mt pcr ere) O, Tat f7 >| tno yes the pavement in the steamy, early morn- 
ra Car ran’ aN gs igo 6 ing glare. Honolulu had been billed as a 

14 (( ; ip. [See we aS 4 Wax | —- refuelling stop, but we saw cargo going 

Pate Pe sca (ah ——s === off and on anyway. We scrutinized every 
ee, a 6 ———— ay aes — pallet. All were black or gray—no baby 

Nr 7) alle ee pinks. 
a Se The next stop was Nadi, Figi. The 

SSS ee airport was closed except to receive two 
Pallets being loaded into the lower cargo deck of the Boeing 747 at Honolulu. or three passenger flights per day. While 

the plane refuelled, we were allowed 

into the deserted terminal where we 

glide into the darkness of the plane, far to the rear where it wandered the eerily empty halls and half-lit waiting rooms. 

would be out of the way during loadings and unloadings of Although the plane easily could have flown nonstop from 

other cargo. Chicago to Melbourne, the frequent refuelings were scheduled 

€ to maximize cargo weight by keeping fuel weight to a mini- 

mum. 

Around midnight we climbed a ladder to the cargo floor, then During the flight I talked with one of the other couriers, a 

up another ladder, through a hatchway, and into the cabin on top museum curator from Harvard, about the indemnity funds that 

of the plane. The cabin was to be our home for the next thirty make art exhibitions like this one possible. About thirty years 
hours. This space, about 12 x 24 feet, was just behind a tiny ago, he told me, old master painting values rose and lending 
kitchen that was next to the pilots’ cockpit. activity increased so much that insurance costs became pro- 

The cabin walls had the streamlined interior surfaces of a hibitive, especially when transoceanic flights were involved. 
passenger plane, but the sole furnishings were a few box-like Rather than give up major loan exhibitions entirely, many 

aluminum lockers along one side and, on the other, two pairs of national governments, including the United States and 

first-class-size seats set far apart from each other. Another Australia, agreed to cover losses resulting from shows in their 

courier who had arrived with the plane sat in one of the seats. respective countries. Thus the museums’ insurance costs 

That made five of us. As there were only four seats, regulations dropped to zero and loan exhibitions increased. 
required one of us—during take-offs and landings—to occupy a Amazingly, since that time there have been only minor 

jump seat in the cockpit, just behind the pilots. When my turn damages paid, and no works of art have been lost. It was the 

came, I was thrilled by dramatic views of land and sea spectac- Harvard curator’s opinion that if even one major masterpiece 

ularly mingled in Figi and Sydney. were destroyed, there would be such an outcry against routinely 

We were all relieved to discover a pile of foam mattresses shipping paintings around the world that the whole system 

stacked along one wall. That meant we could sleep whenever would crumble. Hearing this, I was impressed by the possibility 

we wanted during the extended night created by the long flight of far-reaching consequences if I relaxed my vigilance. 

west. The next necessity —food—was provided in abundance: € 

sandwiches, fruit, and standard airplane dinners with assorted 

entrees that we could heat in a tiny oven. For some reason there Having gone from fall to spring by crossing the equator, we 

was no refrigeration, so all uneaten food was replaced at each skipped a day at the international date line and landed in 

landing. Only the fruit we eventually picked up in Honolulu Sydney in late afternoon. While most of the cargo was being 

stands out in my memory—ripe, sweet, and garnished with unloaded, Australian officials came up to our campsite and pro- 

tropical flowers. cessed us through customs and emigration. 
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The next landing was Melbourne. As we emerged from the their condition. This was a slow process. Less familiar with the 

plane at 9:00 that night, we were welcomed by four employees paintings than I was, the museum conservators who performed 

of the National Gallery of Victoria. The thirty-hour flight was the inspection with me recorded anomalous features even more 

over, but we couldn’t rest yet. With only light jackets to shield meticulously than I had. We didn’t find any recent damage. 

ourselves from a cold, misty spring rain, we couriers stood Our only disagreements were over features that I considered 

around chilled and exhausted, watching the unloading of most normal marks of age, but which they feared might be inter- 

of the cargo hold before our pink “baby” emerged to weak preted as damage and therefore ought to be noted. After I had 

cheers. Immediately it was hauled into an unheated warehouse, accompanied each painting to its place in the exhibition and 

where the unwrapping took almost as long as the initial wrap- had seen it properly hung on the wall, my work was completed. 

ping. With endless precautions the massive crates were I left the museum with great satisfaction. I had accomplished 

mechanically hoisted two at a time into a waiting truck and my mission! 

secured with countless straps. € 

When all was perfect, we and our luggage were distributed 

among several cars for the half-hour ride to the museum. There Melbourne is beautiful, similar to American cities except for 

the process was reversed. The crates were unloaded two at a the left-hand driving, but cleaner and friendlier. The weather 

time, rolled down a long hall into a freight elevator, down sev- was clear and cool the whole time I was there, with spring flow- 

eral more long halls on an upper level, and finally into the ers blooming everywhere, most profusely in a large botanical 

gallery where most of the other paintings in the exhibition had garden near the museum. 

already been hung. Although it was past midnight, we repeated During the two and a half days remaining before my return 

this operation six times, walking almost in our sleep, back and to the United States, I explored Melbourne mostly on foot, walk- 

forth, up and down in the elevator, until all twelve crates ing or running, seldom using public transportation. I enjoyed 

(including those which had come from the East Coast) were finding neighborhoods where the buildings didn’t look 

standing on edge in one of the exhibition galleries. There they American. The typical house in old residential areas was a one- 

would remain unopened for a day while they gradually adjusted story brick bungalow with a metal roof and a porch across the 

to the new temperature and humidity. front supported by cast-iron filigree. The old commercial or gov- 

It was 2:00 in the morning before we reached our hotels. I ernmental buildings had a stripped-down Victorian look that 

set both my travel alarm and the alarm built into the bed just to reminded me of English India or perhaps the American West. 

be sure I would wake up at 9:00 the next morning. The third day was filled with opening events for the exhibi- 

Theoretically we had the next day off while our paintings were tion, officially titled “Shell Presents Rembrandt: A Genius and 

acclimatizing, but I was 

determined to ignore jet i 

lag and attend the x = 

Rembrandt scholars’ col- a ae 
loquium at the museum. I x Nee Sey aE 
did remarkably well— re & 
even in the darkened lec- sk ‘ 
ture hall I had no trouble a e ee a Ky 

staying awake. Later in = meee . aie = 
the afternoon I found y A uit %, NS 
time to visit their old l SS : SN 
master collection. 3 & Ce : ey, 

Compared to what I’d | vy ik Ce : x ay en ‘ NS 
seen in similar American aie re ee uy cS Ny i y ‘ : A 

museums, I was unim- aR) WZ ' : ee ea ee a 1 : i ‘ 
pressed, except byalarge @ See Ape haan r Re se ‘ e j | e \ 
group of excellent pre- WEE Mth 4 ot 7 : Ba ( 
Raphaelite paintings. i MICE EE UB —— ee ei 

On the second morn- fj i 4 ae ; area 

ing, I arrived at the | e a ypnaanendapaan han fF Baa fe Rea e ene : 

museum by 9:30 to Eien retest cues === aaeeness MEADS UeTHNOAANGTaa 
supervise the opening of el | eee | mes | | ee WT 
the crates and to examine — Scents | 4 

the five paintumgs) andl re yyararallGallery @ iVvecronainMelbourne. aah: oe — 
frames for any change in 
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ot 2 oe the drinking and conversation. I sneaked 
y ee A es back to the paintings. 

/ es oe fh Vg 8 Finally at about 8:30 my hungry com- 
ee ee a  & aa [oo sa panions and I walked to the hotel where 

oo TEMLT TOTES i ss ®% the huge banquet was being held, found 
2 mill \ Une a our names on the seating diagram, and sat 

ea Ni ae impatiently awaiting the arrival of food. 
SSC The couriers had been separated, but for- 

ee tunately I had interesting new companions 
| i : ee pees LX at my table, so I enjoyed the talk between 

’ an A ge ee A the formal speeches and dinner courses. 
a i i ae 4 There were many courses and several 

L Wy See a co as pa Varieties of Australian wine. I finally left 
y eS : uA ol eee ny ‘| a at 11:30, before the last bits of food and 

= A a , 5 v ers H ee Ot i S A wine had been served, and returned to my 

k 1 ee i ee ee Leas | On my last day in Melbourne, I hoped 

SS a  ——CSC(to’ Se something exotic and distinctly 
se ——“S- FE | _ Astralian. Unable to find a commercial 

a a ET tour that fit my schedule, I succeeded in 
ee naa persua ding one of the museum employees 

An old Melbourne bungalow. to take part of the day off and drive me 
into the countryside. While going to his 

house in a remote part of Melbourne in 

His Impact.” I attended the morning press preview, thinking it order to pick up his car, I received an added bonus—I caught a 

might be the best opportunity for me to see the paintings with- glimpse of an ordinary Australian household, including my 

out so many people around. I admired the selection: approxi- host’s wife and son, and drove through residential neighbor- 
mately thirty Rembrandt paintings and thirty paintings by his hoods more Australian in character than the downtown. 
pupils, plus many Rembrandt drawings and etchings. My only We visited a rather humble national park and walked along 
complaint was that the rooms, wall colors, and lighting weren’t acreek and into the arid hills above it. This hike gave me a feel- 
designed as well as they might have been to set off the magnifi- ing for one kind of scenery, which I added to my impression of 

cent works of art. other scenery viewed from the car window. I began wondering 

In the afternoon I left the museum to visit a sales gallery about the cultural basis of beauty in landscape, because much of 

that featured stunningly beautiful artwork by aborigines, who what I saw seemed strangely graceless and unattractive in its 

have only begun using paint on canvas during the last twenty- larger forms. We observed beautiful wild flowers, brightly col- 

five years. Their large, abstract images are popular and very ored birds, and individual pretty trees; but I found the land 

expensive. Enthralled, I looked around for a long time with no itself, or the way the plants fit together on it, to be unappealing. 

thought of acquisition, until I discovered a group of small, Nonetheless, I thoroughly enjoyed the experience. 

unstretched canvases that I could afford and easily carry home € 

rolled up. I chose one for Jane that represented in diagrammatic 

form the gathering of bush plums. The next morning I was up before dawn to catch a cab for the 

That night I donned my version of the “lounge suit” speci- airport. As I left the hotel with my luggage, I was aware of trav- 

fied in the invitation to the celebration banquet. I had already eling light, no longer bearing responsibility for the priceless 

learned that a lounge suit was a dark business suit, but instead works of art. 

of buying or renting one I wore my usual gray denim pants with Tt had been the perfect adventure for someone who loves 
a glossy, gray-green sport jacket. paintings as much as I do. I had become acquainted with unfa- 

Although festivities began at 5:30 with a VIP reception so miliar art in an attractive city on another continent. And I would 

exclusive that we were ushered in through a little side door now see large art exhibitions differently. In the future when I 

known as the “mouse hole,” we were offered only alcohol attend a show of old master paintings borrowed from other parts 

along with another opportunity to view the paintings. Later, of the world, I will be more aware of all the people—like me— 

when we were called to hear the public speeches, we found that whose efforts and emotions lie hidden beneath the exhibition’s 

while all the non-VIPs were to sit in a lecture hall, we were smooth surface. 7 

directed ore oP opied cour ard mpexe ve soo ey iia Photos courtesy the author unless otherwise indicated. 
speeches on a gigantic television screen without interrupting 
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Poetry 

Old Peasant 1888 La Mousme 1888 
Never mind he paints my hands Could it be true, I remind him 

to look like hard field potatoes, of his sister? How old am I, he asks. 

my beard as corn stubble. I am upset Sir, I am twelve in January. He steps away 

with joy when I tell my old wife how I sit, from the easel and hands me a white and pink-colored 

serious as a peasant, and for five pense flower. Oleander, he mutters. 

a day, the Dutchman paints my eyelids, 

ears and chin—geranium and rose. No Monsieur, my name is Antoinette. He smiles, although 

Phew—my face, a painter’s I don’t know why. He tells me his cousin, whom he loved, 

flower bed! died in April: His name was Anton. Well, I am named 

for my mother’s favorite brother, I say. 

Our neighbor 

saw him in a field, painting flowering As I speak, he arranges my hands—one on the stem 

trees, carts on the road, everything he sees, of the flower, the other on the arm of the chair. 

until the sun and mistral color his face His odor reminds me of the men who drink absinthe 

the same orange as these brick floor tiles. in Ma-ma’s cafe. I dare not turn my head, 

but I see paintings everywhere. 

His brother will arrive, soon, by train, 

to take the almond trees, sunflowers They say he paints flowers in the garden until his face 

and me to Paris. We will hang matches the geraniums: I must look down to keep from laughing. 

in a storefront window — His hand trembles on the brush, red paint collects like blood 

Parisians will want to know our price! on a leg-of-lamb in Uncle’s butcher shop. 

I fear my old wife will die laughing 

when I tell her this —her stomach Ma-ma dressed me in this costume, then tied a matching ribbon 

galloping as she runs to tell in my hair. When she brought me to his room, she asked 

the neighbors. for one week’s pay in advance. I feel his eyes on me 

as if he could be washing Madame’s fine china 

One night with his fingertips. 

they saw him in the road, a lit candle 

stuck in his hatband as he painted the stars In one hour I am finished. When I go home, my sisters 

and moon. My old wife cronks like a yard goose— will try on my dress and twirl this flower until its petals drop. 

tears watering her cheeks. Phew! Ma-ma and I will laugh, plowing furrows in our “lovely 

Arlesienne brows.” Ha! What’s a Dutchman, anyway? 

I am finished with the Dutchman —after today, All I see is a red-feathered old crow croaking 

he can go find himself another peasant, and paint hoo-doo and painting pictures like a child 

him purple, for all I care! in school! 

Elaine Cavanaugh f Elaine Cavanaugh 
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The Call Protecting Butterflies 

For one entire month Walking down the gravel road 

I stayed inside I see puddles of yellow 

And waited for your call. butterflies sucking the stones. 

They lift up as I approach, escort me 

I sat immobile in the soft chair to the mail box like guardian angels. 

Watching the brown trees, 
Bare yet budding. In the afternoon, 

driving to Jacksonport for milk, 

Over the weeks, the trees became a sea of green I steer around my feasting friends. 

That swung the dancing birds in waves. 

I remembered that dance. That night I dream the young carpenter 

Being tossed over and over into the air at the construction site—the one with the 

Fighting the wind, resisting gravity, “Wild Women Don’t Get The Blues” 

Focusing on the branch that bumper sticker on his pickup—is 

Kept moving away. slamming his truck from side to side 

crushing the fluttering puddles. 

My swollen body, almost paralyzed, 

Drew itself up, I awake at 3:15 

Walked haltingly outside on club feet lie in bed for over an hour 

To the nearest tree creating a protection plan: 

And began to climb. sometime tomorrow 

a note of concern and 

naturalist Roy Lukes’ latest column 

Sandy Walejko on the beauty of butterflies 

sealed in an envelope 

tucked under the truck’s windshield wiper. 

Now back to sleep. 

Neil J. McCarty 
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A Royal Lady Speaking to Ananta 

I journeyed back in time If there is no deity within us: 

and found the simple pleasures 

of a daylight in Argos Tf there is only a fawn 

and I was prudent then drinking at the river’s edge. 

more prudent than the sages 

who keep their little gardens What shall we do Ananta? 

in the gentle countryside. 
When we discover 

Yet when the sun went down the wind is only the wind 

and Argos was in darkness sighing and dying 

I dreamed of you again in a windless afternoon. 

Anna Dalassini 

you came and smiled at me What shall we do Ananta? 

in the chambers of the soul 

and beauty was sublime. When the mind is active 

is the soul asleep? 

George Gott 
When the mind is passive 

is the soul in jeopardy? 

One blade of grass 

abides in all the knowledge 

that we will ever know 

at the edge of the wilderness. 

We are the hawk Ananta. 

George Gott 
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Reviews | ya 

THE MOUNDS OF KOSHKONONG AND ROCK a national library supply company, used his personal resources 

RIVER: A History of Ancient Indian Earthworks in and boundless energy to purchase acreage which contained 

Wisconsin by Hugh Highsmith. Highsmith Press and the some rare effigy mounds, including a select group of eleven 
Fort Atkinson Historical Society, 1994. 263 pages. $14.95 animal, bird, linear, and conical mounds. With the help of the 

Softcover. Fort Atkinson Historical Society, he donated the site to 

Jefferson County to become the Jefferson County Indian 

by David F. Barton Mounds and Trail Park. Highsmith is an archeological activist 

Hugh Highsmith lives on a high glacial drumlin hill overlook- in the best sense of the phrase. 
ing the Rock River and the city of Fort Atkinson. His home is For interested amateurs as well as professional archeolo- 

within a few miles of literally hundreds of Native American gists, The Mounds of Koshkonong contains a reprint of the 
sites dating from 10,000 B.c. to the early twentieth century. hard-to-find “Archeology of the Lake Koshkonong Region,” 
Highsmith has been interested in Indian history since child- originally published in the Wisconsin Archeologist journal in 

hood and has spent many years researching, recording, and the spring of 1908. (I have seen original copies of this 
preserving Native American mounds. Wisconsin Archeologist issue selling at used and rare book- 

The Lake Koshkonong and Rock River locale is an area stores for more than the price of Highsmith’s book.) 

worthy of study. Robert Birmingham, Wisconsin state archeol- Highsmith’s bibliography is adequate but misses a few key 
ogist, stated recently that this geography contains one of the sources. Interested readers may wish to learn more about the 

largest concentrations of effigy mounds in the world. He also Lake Koshkonong region by reading Charles E. Brown’s dis- 
noted that Hugh Highsmith does a fine job of bringing together cussion of “Indian Village and Camp Sites of the Lower Rock 

a diverse variety of information and takes the reader to the River” (Wisconsin Archeologist, October 1929 Vol. 9: No.1) 
literal heart of effigy mound country. and Lawrence Martin’s Physical Geography of Wisconsin (The 

Highsmith stresses in his introduction that his book is University of Wisconsin Press, 1965). 
not intended to be a scholarly work. He makes no claims with Highsmith has written a charming book that captures the 
regard to advancing the anthropological study of Native flavor of the archeologically rich Lake Koshkonong area. Both 

Americans in south central Wisconsin. He combines secondary amateurs and professionals will want this text on their book- 
sources and personal historical accounts of Native Americans shelves. 

and European settlers. While the text has a folksy charm, it is David F. Barton is president of the Charles E. Brown Archeological 
well researched and clearly written. Society in Madison. He recently contributed an article on the Dyreson 

The first two chapters focus on early Native American Fish Dam along the Yahara River in Dane County to the Wisconsin 

occupation of the Lake Koshkonong area and include a Archeologist. 

chronological background on the sequence of cultural occupa- 

tion with reference to archeological sites of local significance. 

The subsequent three chapters discuss the arrival of Euro- FOR TRULY TO SEE YOUR FACE, SHORT STORIES 

Americans and their interactions with the indigenous popula- by Lynne Hume Burgess. Goodhue, Minnesota: Black Hat 

tion, including a detailed description of the Black Hawk War. 
: 5 : : : Press, 1996. $10.95 softcover, 65 pages. 

In these early sections, Highsmith reproduces some interesting 

plates, including a photograph dated 1898 of a Ho-Chunk (pre- ISBN LSS GAs 
viously known as Winnebago) youth in front of his “wigwam” THE POETRY OF COLD, A COLLECTION OF 

and a hand-drawn map of Old Fort Koshkonong dating from WRITINGS ABOUT WINTER, WOLVES & LOVE. 

1835. Both of these rare figures are housed in the Hoard Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin: Home Brew Press, 1997. 

See ee aa $14.95 softcover, 115 pages. ISBN 1-891609-00-9. 
Highsmith ventures into his true loves in Chapters Six 

through Thirteen, the mounds of the Lake Koshkonong area. by James A. Gollata 
The text is well written and richly illustrated with a variety of When the Wisconsin Library Association literary awards com- 

sketches reprinted from Increase Lapham’s Antiquities of mittee chose Lynne Hume Burgess’s book for an Outstanding 
Wisconsin of 1853 and other drawings by local SURVEY OLS and Achievement Award last year, committee members described 

artists. The photograph of the famous Panther Intaglio (p. 121) the collection as “eight interlocking short stories about a 
documents a very rare form of mound construction where the Wisconsin farm family written in a style both spare and 

monument is dug into the earth rather than built on the surface. achingly lyrical. The brevity of Burgess’ works belies their 

The author is much more than an interested avocational fullness.” This is right on the mark. 

archeologist, however. Of the more than 500 Native American Burgess, a poet who has been published in the Wisconsin 

mounds built near the shores of Lake Koshkonong, most have Poets’ Calendar, Hummingbird, Northeast, Rag Mag, Great 

been destroyed or damaged by the incursions of Euro- River Review, and Northwest Literary Forum, is a minimalist 

Americans over the past 150 years. Highsmith, the founder of both as a poet and as a short-story writer. She describes herself 
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as reaching “life’s midpoint firmly rooted at the end of a “Waking Early After Heavy Snow,” writes, “At last we stag- g Pp y ig y yy; 
Holmen coulee,” and this quiet, deceptive dead-ending shows ger, tug up the window/lids, letting in the white/eyes of day” q P' g Pp ig y! 
solidly in her writing, spare presentation, and rural imagery. and Justin Isherwood pronounces in “What Cold Is Good For” y 8, Spare p Pp 
There are more fenceposts than post-modern constructions that “Cold restores empty to a landscape twice as well as its Pp Pp pty Pp 
here, and she knows how to tell a tale. nearest competitor.” 

The story called “May” sets the tone and history for the Most of the work is intensely personal, reactive to the 

others. In “May,” the woman so-named decides that it is time cold of winter and the warmth of love. The writers respond to Y: Pp 
to marry and procreate. Her aunts are referring to her as an the weather, remember loved ones, and listen to the lugubrious 

“old maid,” and she decides to deal with it. She marries Big howls of the winter wolves. Black and white photographs (nat- 

Henry, and with the arrival of children becomes in turn June, urally) illustrate the themes throughout, providing a graphic y Pp. 
July, August, and September, at which time she decides to balance to the collection. 

a direairom|subhihaivestineMb Ul th sno! Over  NiEGva James A. Gollata is director of the library at the University of 
attempts to get rid of Big Henry, while she becomes October, Wisconsin—-Richland and president of Wisconsin Academy's Center for 
November, and December, she finally decides to stay with him, the Book. 

and becomes May again. 

Her three single-birth children—Onion, Melon, and 

Root—are, of course, the offspring of farmers and have been 

planted and raised in the country. They have their own stories ONLY IN BOOKS: Writers, Readers, and Bibliophiles on 

in the book. “Onion” suffers a rape and loses her appetite for Their Passion compiled by J. Kevin Graffagnino. Madison 
life and for food. We are left uncertain of her recovery. House Publishers, 1996. 266 pages, $16.95 hardcover. 

“Melon” rescues the dying farm on which she lives with her ISBN 0-945612-49_4 

husband by deciding to raise sheep, and possibly redeems her- i 
self by aiding a ewe in delivering a lamb. “Root,” of whose by Dennis Ribbens 

difficult birth we have read in the first story, becomes obsessed ‘Years ago when our then ten-year-old son seemed to take an 

with cleaning and collecung Reysyandanihisistonyshetakessnia extraordinarily long time in the bathroom, my wife called to 

Soe seach sarki eters him, “What is taking you so long?” The reply came, “I haven’t 

. Seer ee peueD an ee aalhe ee become finished the chapter yet.” Even as I did when I was a child, so 
the inseparable Ben and Kearny in the title story, “For Truly to too that ten-year-old and his siblings grew up in a book- 

See Your Face,” a quotation from the biblical story of two cluttered, TV-free home. And now, when my grandchildren 

other twins, Jacob and Esau. 4 si La gee come for a visit, they take their books along with them as 

pine stone store alle bovis Vand imagishctcuite <implste faithfully as they bring their stuffed toys and their roller 

on the surface, and well-harvested. There are no pat SDS Wels Of blades. No wonder then that I turned with interest to Only in 
tidy, definitive endings. The stories and characters are tied to Books: Writers, Readers, and Bibliophiles on Their Passion 

- es god to a see of eae ao and the compiled by J. Kevin Graffagnino, director of library at The 

oa opment Se gee gan easy Slory, State Historical Society of Wisconsin. How gratifying to find a 

IDeartstan” Uateivay sista (lend itor pony a eon librarian still interested in books and reading. 

ane co ee wo ne oe an or ae ac e : Graffagnino’s collection contains over a thousand quota- 

TG ae o ae a Hem EuY: Hieseyelesicu tions from hundreds of writers on books, writing, reading, and 

Wall pemiaps!oue lastcucle: publishing, all arranged alphabetically, from John Adams to 

. . ; Emile Zola. Here is a book for those who can say with Thomas 

KG ee rou months eas cosons aud there is neanore Jefferson, “I cannot live without books.” Here is a book for 

Seana oe en wane ie oc of Gold oe us those who love the very feel of a book, who gravitate to book 

go Be meee Ol es Dee yet Pe ee time: ite Gal stores and libraries as iron to a magnet. In fact, I dare, I dare 

ee ae ee ty ea ene coo raated 4 anyone with even the faintest interest in books, to pick up this 

Dee a BOE enna en oe pale an volume, open it up, and then put it down after reading just one 

See eee eee ee ee ee ey or two quotations. This stuff is irresistible. You will find all 
of Wisconsin—Stevens Point. In addition to the work of former : : 

ine . those ideas about books and reading that you have had your- 
workshop teachers and students, thematic pieces by other writ- Paper ; 

% i self—and much more—in this collection. 
ers were added, all in some way challenging the nature of the Inthe Introductions cabuitled\“ Confessions of an 

oe enter a wally lyricism, el lobo; ae Pa ; Unrepentant Bibliophile,” Graffagnino tells us about himself, 
e antho oe is . Poe as a a ae ne about his book-saturated youth, his early passion for old books 

poe, ane aru aed oe a Pais or d and the writings of bibliophiles, his college efforts at becoming 
a ae e aes wee ‘ ce . ] ee ae yan a bookseller, and his collecting over many years quotations that 
tances Hamerstrom (“Cool Cats”). Jean Feraca, in her had anything to do with books, writing, reading, publishing, or 
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libraries. Although the Introduction gives some attention to the “T hate authors. I wouldn’t mind them so much if they 

themes that emerge in this compilation of quotations, it could didn’t write books.” Von Arnim 

have said more. I am sure Graffagnino has much to say about 

the different themes that emerge among the quotations, themes Winston Churchill, tongue in cheek, wrote, “It is a good thing 

like: reading a few books carefully versus reading many books for an uneducated man to read books of quotations.” 

superficially, women as authors, avoiding bad books and choos- Mmmmmm. I think Graffagnino would prefer that I end with 

ing good books, authorship based on much reading versus John Ruskin’s words, “If a book if worth reading, it is worth 

authorship based on life experience. I believe I detected, for buying.” My advice: it is, so do. 

example, greater love of reading among earlier writers than And to my ten-year-old son, or by now to my grandson, 

among those of the twentieth century. I hope the author finds an still lingering over a book in the bathroom, this from Marcus 

opportunity to analyze the themes in a future work. Aurelius. “Away with thy books! Be no longer drawn aside by 

Enough! Here are some quotations to give you the flavor them: it is not allowed.” 

of the book. Dennis Ribbens is director of the Lawrence University Library in 

Appleton. 
“No man has a right to bring up his children without surround- 

ing them with good books if he has the means to buy them. A 

library is one of the necessities of life. A book is better for 

weariness than sleep; better for cheerfulness than wine; it is 

often a better physician than a doctor, and a better preacher 

than a minister.” Henry Ward Beecher BOOK NOTES 

“After all manner of professors have done their best for us, 

the place we are to get knowledge is in books. The true univer- Nature Guide Books 

sity of these days is a collection of books.” Carlyle 

SEASONAL GUIDE TO THE NATURAL YEAR 

“A room without books is a body without a soul.” Cicero (Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin) by John Bates. Golden, 

“A house without booksiisilike a zoom without windows.” Colorado: Fulcrum Publishing, 1997. $16.95 softcover. 
Horace Mal ISBN 1-55591-273-7 

“Tt is not true that we have only one life to live; if we can A NORTHWOODS COMPANION: Spring and Summer 

read, we can live as many more lives and as many kinds of by John Bates. Mercer: Manitowish River Press, 1997. 

lives as we wish.” S.I, Hayakawa $14.95 softcover. ISBN 0-9656763-0-7 

“Tf Lam to write I must have a room to myself that will be A NORTHWOODS COMPANION: Fall and Winter by 

my room.” Harriet Beecher Stowe, not Virginia Woolf John Bates. Mercer: Manitowish River Press, 1997. $14.95 

softcover. ISBN 0-9656763-1-5 

“The two most engaging powers of an author are to make All three guidebooks by John Bates can be ordered by calling 

new things familiar and familiar things new.” Samuel Johnson (715) 476-2818. Bates includes poetic musings, personal 
observations, and thoughtful insights along with his informed 

But there are also some iconoclasts. Here are a few: prose. Books include assorted photos, drawings, tables, maps. 

“Tf I had read as much as other men, I should have been as 

tena pee Apis WISCONSIN’S OUTDOOR TREASURES: A Guide to 
@ ; as : 3 e : 150 Natural Destinations by Tim Bewer. Prairie Oak Press, 
The multitude of books is making us ignorant.” Voltaire 821 Prospect Avenue, Madison, WI 53703. 1997. $17.95 

“The multitude of books is a great evil.” Luther softcover. ISBN 1-879483-39-4 
The author has traveled throughout the state to experience 

“T hate books, for they only teach people to talk about what well-known natural areas as well as hidden places of solitude. 

they do not understand.” Rousseau The book is full of information and directions for those who 

hike, bike, ski, canoe, kayak, or just plain enjoy a scenic drive 

or an opportunity to observe wildlife. 
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The Bookmark Project 
by Faith B. Miracle 

iF ae ae pee If = i 
(ae is Yaa = ee iO = Ley, eA a sccm] 

PAGS 9S ~  £ £7 A EE 
t began modestly, as a glimmer of an idea. The idea developed slowly, then Y A | = | Ser] 

burst forth with the enthusiasm of an old Judy and Mickey neighborhood Wy L = == = 7 

show. Let’s do another one! i (fi r= EB a | oJ 
Academy graphics arts expert Marty Lindsey was my partner in the venture. ( ey 8 z = 2 oe 

As I developed the texts and located the appropriate images, Marty created the | ] Nis a 2 | 2%, 

designs and transformed them into bookmark format. Reason and cost aware- ThA ee, a = ERT a, aye 

ness —not lack of inspiration—stopped us after we had produced eight bookmarks. i oh aa Z ES = ie 
There was purpose behind our enthusiasm. The Wisconsin Center for the AS == a = 

Book board of directors wanted to acknowledge the new three-year theme 2 BN = 

(1998-2000) announced by the Center for the Book at the Library of Congress: 

“Building a Nation of Readers.” Also we wanted to celebrate our state’s sesqui- 

centennial year by calling attention to some Wisconsin authors and artists. 

The bookmarks feature text on both sides. Information on the reverse side WIS CO N 5 ] N 

describes current Wisconsin Center for the Book programs and offers images or @ E N T E R F O R 

facts relating to the individual or art featured on the front (see detail below). 

The printing costs were covered by past donations to the Wisconsin Center T H E B O O K 

for the Book, and the bookmarks are available at no charge to anyone interested in 

receiving a set of eight or individual designs (see page 50). If quantities are 

ordered, a small contribution to offset mailing charges would be appreciated. 7 “Building a Nation of Readers’ ers’ 
1997-2000 

LEFT: Juliette Magill Kinzie (1806-1870) 

BELOW: Detail from Fort Winnebago in The Wisconsin Center for the Book 
1831. Drawing by Juliette Magill Kinzie joins the Cen 

" e ‘ ter fi 
from Wau-Bun: The Early-Day in the . erfonthe Book 

a % North West. Courtesy the Colonial Dames al the Library of Congress 
of Wisconsin. 

in emphasizing the importance of reading 

: 4 '0 individuals, to the state, and to the nation, 

y 9 . o— 

ee Be. a program of 
= ag The Wisconsin Academy 

: CEs aa of Sciences, Arts and Letters 
ee 1922 University Avenue 

OE oe aS Madison, WI 53705-4099 
Eo on an he Oe cages Fs (608) 263-1692 

. ie es 4 cngete Po hitp://wwwawisc edu/wisacad/ 

— 3 a Te Pa REE gs Detail from The Bookshelf by Aaron Bohrod. 
i ee tag This illustration was created in 19: ; 

ieee FO the Wi a 
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eS x oe Te oe as LEFT: The Great Chief 
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ea so a) ee maugh), a Menominee 

‘ ae a ea Tee z Beg id ae boy by George Catlin, 
hee A ee : Hes als s __—«:1836. Courtesy the 

. Si ie } S 2 i a ea i" pe Smithsonian Institution. 

Me) ee.) eroloces / ek fq _— 8 CENTER: John Muir 
eel ae / ae a = ta | (1838-1914). Courtesy 

Sal | uaa. is 5 a a te 2% - = =~=——dUniversity of Wisconsin- 
ee : oo aS 8 ow At is i ; ' ' ) a & eo i 1 Madison Archives. 
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LI Ps ee oy 

ae ag Sue fi icine Weesatin “ ; . J 
: ve 1993 q a ABOVE: William Francis 

fo i Allen (1830-1889) by 
Yoo Sia fe ee \ Warrington Colescott. Sixth 
i Ane eal eee ee ee i president of the Wisconsin 

Bact 2 a a Academy, Allen was author, 
i —_— 4) editor, and expert in Roman 

TOP LEFT: Detail from Silent Devotion by Carl | Re ra ie 4 history and ancient languages. 

a Marr. Oil on canvas, ca. 1901. Milwaukee Art : i a, = a i i LEFT: Angels, written, 

ie See oe ee designed and printed by Racine 

ABOVE: Detail from Paul Bunyan, his blue ox, ee ae a student Pleschette Robinson, 

Babe, and lumberjacks log the great white pines of one : a one of the first participants in 

northern Wisconsin by James Watrous, 1933. | ie. oe ey ; ( the book-arts program . The 
Courtesy Memorial Union Building Association, | oe Si ao a program was initiated in 
University of Wisconsin—Madison. a ee a i "Racine by the Charles A. 

a Wustum Museum of Fine Arts. 
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1997 ACADEMY CONTRIBUTORS 

FOUNDER’S FUND PRESIDENTS’ CABINET Sol Burstein Bulldog Productions 

(Cumulative gifts of $25,000+) (Gifts of $500-999) Warrington Colescott & Eugene N. Cameron 

Anonymous Ann Bardeen-Henschel Frances Myers Matthew Cullen Sr & 

Tra L. & Ineva Baldwin R. Byron Bird James & Susan Conant Kathleen Paris 

G.B. Gunlogson William Beaty & Farrington Daniels Donald Dailey 

Elizabeth McCoy Karen Johnson Boyd Richard & Christine Daniels Alice D’ Alessio 

George Parker Catherine B. Cleary Thomas W. Davis Sally Ann Davis 

Harry Steenbock Reed Coleman Mary Lynne Donohue & William Dillworth 

Exxon Corporation Timothy Van Akkeren Gerald J. Dittberner 

STEENBOCK SOCIETY Walter A. & Dorothy Frautschi Emily Earley Betsy Donohue 

(Gifts of $10,000+) Paul G. Hayes Warren O. Haberman Peter & Lois Dorner 

Tra L. & Ineva Baldwin James & Virginia Johnson Francis D. Hole William & Alexandra Dove 

National Science Foundation Mosinee Paper Corporation Robert H. Irrmann Kenneth W. Dowling 

George Parker Nancy Noeske Bruce E. Jacobs Sheila Coyle Earl 

Wisconsin Academy Arthur & Cora Oehmcke Geneva B. Johnson Marilyn Ebben 

Foundation Martha Peterson David & Paula Kraemer Jay & Mary Gallagher 

Wisconsin Department of Frederick J. Wenzel Mildred & Brian Larson Frances Garb 

Public Instruction Wisconsin State Journal Roland & Martha Liebenow Janice & Jean-Pierre Golay 

Barend & Doris Lotz Kenneth & Mary Grant 

McCOY CIRCLE DIRECTORS’ DRAWER Elinor & Orie Loucks Lois B. Greenfield 

(Gifts of $5,000-9,999) (Gifts of $200-499) Gerard McKenna H. Gaylon Greenhill 

American Family Insurance Richard & Mary Ann Adamick Joy A. Moy Thomas & Florence Greville 

Group Alfred Bader Gene E. Musolf Floyd R. Henschel 

Ody J. Fish & Stokely USA David Beckwith Edith Nash James R. Holler 

Wisconsin Sesquicentennial Mary Jane Bumby Robert D. Neubecker Frances Hurst 

Commission Paul P. Carbone Mary Ellen Peters IBM International Foundation 

James & Ann Crow Margo Peters Lydia B. Kalaida 

FRIENDS OF THE Murray Dixon Evan & Jane Pizer Jerry Kapus 

FELLOWS DeEtte Beilfuss Eager Pamela Ploetz & John Menahem Mansoor 

(Gifts of $1,000-4,999) Ralph Guettinger Henderson Neil J. McCarty 

Norman Bassett Foundation James S. Haney Sister Joel Read Michael J. Michaels 

Downtown Madison, Inc. William Huffman Mary H. Rice Russell F. Moratz 

Daniel & Roberta Gelatt Edward A. Johnson Charles W. Scribner Pat Morris 

Philip M. Gelatt Foundation Samuel Johnson Merton M. Sealts, Jr. Pauline M. Nikolay 

General Casualty Insurance Stanley & Adria Katz Thomas & Jean Sebranek Deborah Oberlin 

Companies Judith Kuipers William & Elizabeth Sewell Mary Jane Oestmann 

Terry Haller Henry & Annrita Lardy William J. & Audrey Sievert Paul Pagel 

George C. & Jane Kaiser LeRoy Lee Douglas & Juanita Sorenson Mara Ptacek 

Library of Congress James A. Miller Brock Spencer James & Lynne Robertson 

Katharine Lyall Daniel H. Neviaser Fannie Taylor Arthur H. Robinson 

The Nature Conservancy Ann F. Peckham Richard & Veronica Telfer Georgina Granberg Rogers 

San W. Orr, Jr. Irving Shain Richard & Mary Thurrell Phil Sander 

Principal Mutual Life Insurance Bassam Z. Shakhashiri Patricia Townsend William R. Schmitz 

Company Steven C. & Susan Stoddard Paul H. Williams Allan F. & Betty D. Schneider 

Quad/Graphics, Inc. Mildred G. Tait Ellen G. Wilson Denise Shedivy 

Gerald & Marion Viste Thomas E. Terry Jane H. Wood Ben Sidran 

Bonnie Weigell John & Shirley Wilde Morton E. Smith 

Patricia H. Weisberg ACADEMY CLUB Roger & Mary Tlusty 

Wisconsin Department of COUNCILORS’ TABLE (Gifts of $10-99) Kyle Ward 

Natural Resources (Gifts of $100-199) Richard A. & Elizabeth Askey Linda L. Ware 

Wisconsin Education Shirley S. Abrahamson Kevin Baird Walter Washburn 

Association Council Norman C. Anderson Richard Behm Jack & Nancy Westman 

Wisconsin Manufacturers & Jerold W. Apps A.J. & Carmen Beining Keith Wickert 
Commerce F. John Barlow Bill & Pat Blankenburg William J. Wilson 

Joyce J. Bartell Robert M. & Ann Bolz Robert & Bonnie Wolff 

William & Sylvia Beckman Charles & Nina Bradley Robert S. Zigman 

Roger W. & LaVerne Boom John & Susan Brant 

Gaile Burchill Barbara C. Buenger 
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PATRON Roger Harry Grothaus Carmen A. Vasquez-Baxter 

David H. Bennett Harold Grutzmacher Jr. Linda Ware 
Barbara M. Doty Clayton Haberman William Wartmann 

Mosinee Paper Corporation James S. Haney Thompson Webb 
Julie C. Stafford George F. Hanson Ellen G. Wilson 
Frederick Wenzel Theodore & Merrillyn Hartridge Marv & Mary Jane Woerpel 

Hagen R. & Esther Hedfield Jane H. Wood 

SUSTAINING Robert G. Heideman Josephine O. Woodbury 

Thomas J. Boldt Orrin & Charlotte Helstad Michael G. Zingg 

Peter Brinkley W.H. Jaeschke 
Mary Jane Bumby Thomas M. Jeffris OFFICERS 
Debbie Cervenka John P. Kaminski Rolf Wegenke, Madison, President 

Reed Coleman Dion Kempthorne To be named 

Richard Corey David R. & Paula Kraemer President-Elect 

Dorgan Associates, Inc. Judith L. Kuipers Ody J. Fish, Pewaukee, 

DeEtte Beilfuss Eager C. Marvin Lang Past President 
Ody J. Fish Mildred & Brian Larson Mark S. Boyce, Stevens Point, 
Robert M. Goodman Richard L. & Joan Leffler Vice President-Sciences 

William Huffman Katharine Lyall Gerard McKenna, Stevens Point, 

Robert H. Irrmann William H. McClain Vice President-Arts 

Bruce Jacobs Paul Menzel Paul G. Hayes, Cedarburg, 

Janesville Foundation, Inc. Joy A. Moy Vice President-Letters 

David J. Markee William J. Moynihan Judith L. Kuipers, La Crosse, Secretary 

Medical College of Wisconsin Daniel H. Neviaser Gerd H. Zoller, Madison, Treasurer 

Arthur & Cora Oehmcke Ann F. Peckham : 

Philip Y. Paterson Margot Peters COUNCILORS 

Paul B. Ranslow Mary Ellen Peters Mary Lynne Donohue, Sheboygan 

Keith R. & Carol Sanders Evan & Jane Pizer DeEtte Beilfuss Eager, Evansville 

Steven C. & Susan Stoddard Pamela Ploetz & John Henderson Donald Gray, Madison 

Robert Swanson Dick Reinardy James S. Haney, Madison 

Mildred G. Tait Mary H. Rice George C. Kaiser, Milwaukee 

Thomas E. Terry Paul F. Schatz William J. Moynihan, Milwaukee 

Gary A. Thibodeau Richard Schoofs Howard Ross, Whitewater and 

Wisconsin Association of Bassam Z. Shakhashiri Janesville 

Independent Colleges and Universities Robert & Judith Siegfried John Thomson, Mount Horeb 

Margaret C. Winston Morton E. Smith 
Steven W. Yule Robert P. Sorenson WISCONSIN ACADEMY REVIEW 

Gerd H. Zoller Brock Spencer Advisory Committee: Margaret Benbow, James 

Georgie Bohrod Stookey Crow, and Robert March, Madison; Tom 

SUPPORTING Katie Stout Lidtke, West Bend; Curt Meine, Prairie’ du 

Dennis Bahcall John & Carol Toussaint Sac; Margot Peters, Lake Mills 

F. John Barlow Margaret H. Van Alstyne 

Jeff & Angela Bartell 

Pat Blankenburg 
Karin Borgh 

Roswell K. Boutwell WISCONSIN ACADEMY FOUNDATION 

Charles & Nina Bradley 

George Nau Burridge OFFICERS DIRECTORS 

Grant & Diana Cottam George Parker, Janesville and Thomas J. Boldt, Appleton 

E. David Cronon Marco Island (Fla.), President William Beaty Boyd, Racine 

Joseph A. & Sharon Daniels Ann Peckham, Middleton, Vice President DeEtte Beilfuss Eager, Evansville 

Roland B. & Mary Jane Day Nancy R. Noeske, Milwaukee, Secretary Ody J. Fish, Pewaukee* 

Clayton Diskerud Thomas E. Terry, Madison, Treasurer Daniel Gelatt, La Crosse 

Mary Lynne Donohue & Timothy Van Akkeren Terry L. Haller, Madison 
Timothy J. Donohue FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS LeRoy R. Lee, DeForest* 

Loyal & Bernice Durand Ira L. Baldwin, Tucson Gerald D. Viste, Wausau 

Ray Evert Rolf Wegenke, Madison* 

Jane Ewens DIRECTOR EMERITA F. Chandler Young, Madison 

Peg Foster Martha Peterson, Madison, Baileys and Coronado (Calif.) 

James Fralish Harbor and Marco Island (Fla.) Gerd H. Zoller, Madison* 

Jay & Mary Gallagher *ex officio 

Eleanor C. Griffith 
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